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Profs Do Write 'A Better Mousetrap'
by Eileen Beyer
Unlike John Irving's novels or Jane Fonda's
workouts on paper, textbooks don't stand a
chance of making it to the Ten Most Popular
Books on Campus roster of any month. But
ever since the 1950s, they have represented a
booming business which now accounts for
almost $2 billion in annual sales. It should be
no surprise that the past decade has seen an
increase in the number of Hope College pro-
fessors whose interests have been captured by
the authorship of textbooks.
And yet, alongside the growth of the in-
dustry has been an increase in the risks.
Today textbook writing is a highly speculative
enterprise, with about 2() percent of what's
produced generating about 80 percent of the
revenues. In the sciences the risks are highest
because the production costs are highest —
science textbooks have a lot of pages, and
many costly, complex illustrations. Though
publishers have different opinions about what
constitutes a successful textbook, the absolute
bottom line appears to be about 50,000 copies
sold in the first year. Those that don't make
the quota are soon out of print. Only a small
percentage of textbook authors see significant
dollar rewards for all their effort.
Why then do professors write textbooks?
At least on Hope's campus, most of those
who do say they see it as page-and-parcel of
their notions of themselves as teachers. Writ-
ing a textbook just bumps Out the walls of the
classroom a little; it is not a drastic departure
from the work of everyday.
The focus for these faculty authors seems
to be not on feeding one's ego but on making
it easier for learners — those at Hope and
those elsewhere — to learn.
Hope professors indicate that despite all the
books crowding the market, they have fre-
quently had the sense that improvements
could be made. Contents, organization, ap-
proach, tone and writing style, even the looks
of what's put on the pages — all these ele-
ments have come under the critical eye of
Hope professors as they select and assign
instructional materials for their students.
At the vanguard of textbook publishing at
Hope is David Myers, professor of psychology
recently named to the Werkman endowed
chair. Myers' first textbook (the fifth book he
has authored or co-authored in four years).
Social Psychology, has just rolled off the
presses of McGraw-Hill and already he has
signed a contrart for another text, an intro-
duction to psychology, to be published by
another company. Worth Publishers.
continued on page 3
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Symposium Explores Peace Options
"Avenues to Peace" will be the theme of
the fourth annual Hope College Critical Issues
Symposium scheduled for March 2 and 3. .
There will be no classes during the event so
that the entire campus community can par-
ticipate. The public is invited to attend all
addresses and discussion groups. Major ad-
dresses will be held in Dimnent Chapel. A'
complete schedule of events is available from
the Information Services Office, Dimnent
Chapel.
Delivering the introductory address, "Is
Peace Possible?," on Wednesday night, March
2, at 8 p.m. will be behavioral scientist Ken-
neth Boulding of the University of Colorado
at Boulder.
Born in England and educated at Oxford
and the University of Chicago, Boulding. has
KENNETH BOULDING DAVIDSON HEPBURN
Olive Branch Politics:
Looking for Peace in 1983
Five Professors' Opinions
See pages 8-9
NUMBER ONE — Young Hope basketball fan
Rachel Vander Woltde joins cheerleader John
Fanthorpe of Naperville, III. in celebrating
another MIAA championship year for the
Flying Dutchmen. At press time Hope had a
16-2 record, including a 15-game winning
streak, and was one victory away from
clinching a second straight trip to the NCAA
Division III national playoffs.
lived in the United States since 1937 and has
taught at several distinguished universities in
the United States and elsewhere. He has been
a faculty member at the University of Colora-
do in Boulder since 1967 and is now Dis-
tinguished Professor of Economics, Emeritus,
as well as a research associate in their In-
stitute of Behavioral Science.
A prolific author, Boulding has been presi-
dent of several learned societies, including the
American Economic Association, the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence and the International Studies
Association. His major interests are economic
theory, grants economics, conflict and peace
studies, evolutionary theory, general systems
and the study of human knowledge and
learning.
, On Thursday, March 3, at 9 a.m. Ambas-
sador Davidson Hepburn, permanent repre-
sentative of The Bahamas to the United
Nations' and chairperson of the U.N. Con-
ference on Disarmament, will speak on the
subject, "Measures to Promote Peace — Where
Do We Go From Here?"
Hepburn was bom in The Bahamas, and
received his university training in the United
States and Europe. He is a career civil servant
who has held significant posts in several gov-
ernment ministries in The Bahamas. He es-
Commencement Moves Outdoors
As the graduation’ date of May 8 ap-
proaches, the senior class of 1983 will be
watching the weather forecasts. A new di-
mension to this year's commencement will be
holding the ceremony outside, at the Holland
Municipal Stadium.
"Ever since the new stadium was built
there has been so much generated enthusiasm
towards holding graduation outside," ex-
plained Vern Schipper, director of alumni
relations .
On the surface, commencement at the sta-
dium appeared simple because there is room
for 5,000 people. However, the change in
locale will not result in additional audience
seating. There will still be limited seating for
3,500 as before when the Holland Civic Cen-
ter was used. The speaker will face the west
and only the west side bleachers will be used
for the graduating class and faculty.
Traditionally, baccalaureate has been held
at Dimnent Chapel. In more recent decades
the commencement ceremony has been at the
Civic Center. In recent years, seniors were
given two tickets for baccalaureate because of
the limited seating capacity of 1,200 at the
Chapel. For commencement, the students
were assured four tickets; however, arrange-
ments were made to accommodate students
with larger families. The distribution of tick-
ets will follow the same procedures this year
to assure seating in case of rain.
A committee of seniors studied the issue of
outdoor ceremonies. Concerns were expressed
over the fact that the class and audience
would respond in a different way in an out-
door setting, perhaps with increased casual-
ness or less attentiveness. "Fortunately, we
tablished The Bahamas Mission to the United
Nations in 1973 when his country gained
independence, and served as deputy perma-
nent representative until his appointment as
ambassador in 1978.
In addition to representing his country at
many international debates and seminars.
Ambassador Hepburn served as chairman of
the First Committee in 1979 and as vice-
chairman of preparatory committees and the
main committee for the Special Sessions on
Disarmament (1978 and 1982) and is cur-
rently vice-chairman of the Disarmament
Commission and chairman of the Credentials
Committee of the 37th Session of the General
Assembly.
Morning focus sessions, beginning at 10:30
a.m., will follow Hepburn's address. Three
sessions will consider various global concerns
related to the quest for peace. Topics and
resource people will be: "Educational and
Cultural Contacts as an Avenue for Peace,"
Everett Kleinjans '43, retired president of the
East-West Center in Hawaii and now adjunct
professor at Hawaii Pacific College; "Eco-
nomic Development and World Peace: Whose
I continued on page 2
we foresee no problems," explained Schipper.
"My high school graduation was held out-
side and it went smoothly," explained senior
Ben Vonk. "There is something uplifting in
having an outside commencement ceremony."
Drastic changes have occurred since Hope's
first commencement in 1866. "Commence-
ment used to have almost a religious for-
mality. It was the highlight of the year for
the graduating class to produce a class song
and poetry using the highest quality of liter-
ary and musical forms. The unity of the class
was very important at that time," said Schip-
per. These traditions have been replaced with
a more casual commencement ceremony and
non-returnable gowns.
"Things have changed and we are quite
excited about the idea of outside commence-
ment, and with a new type of atmosphere,
the ceremony has unlimited potential," ex-
LETS GET DIGITAL— Hope's new Computer
Center in Durfee Hall is open and humming.
A multiple mini-computer system is in the
final stages of installation. Senior Brian 
Mark of Calumet City, III., is pictured work-
ing at one of system's remote terminals.
2 campus scene
ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Cast and crew of the Hope College theatre department's production
of "Tea and Sympathy" participated in regional competition of the American College Theatre
Festival held in January. It was the fourth time that a Hope Performance was selected for the
competition. Photo by Joyce F. Smith.
Production Selected for
Regional College
The Hope College Theatre production of
"Tea and Sympathy," directed by theatre
faculty member R. Scott Lank, was selected as
one of the participating productions in the
15th annual regional American College The-
atre Festival which was held at Indiana Uni-
versity at South Bend in January. Six theatre
productions were chosen from 45 entries.
This marked the fourth time that a Hope
production has been selected for the regional
festival. Other productions have been "Hal-
lelujah," directed by John Tammi, and "Bull
Moose" and "Mack and Mable," directed by
former faculty member Donald Finn.
The American College Theatre Festival is a
joint effort of several organizations including
the University and College Theatre Associa-
tion of the American Theatre Association, the
Alliance for Arts Education, the Amoco com-
panies, and the John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts in Washington, D. C.
More than 450 college or university theatre
productions and 13,000 theatre students from
across the country compete. From the 13
regions in the nation, each year five or six
productions are chosen to perform at the
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
In addition, four Hope theatre students
were nominated to participate in the Irene
Ryan Acting Audition Competition and one
design student was cited for work on the
"Tea and Sympathy" production. Receiving
the acting honors for their performance in
"Tea and Sympathy" were senior Dawn Tut-
tle of McLean, Va., and junior Brian Good-
man of Portland, Mich. Also participating in
the Irene Ryan competition were Charles Bell,
who was nominated for his portrayal of Brand
in the Hope College Theatre's presentation of
Ibsen's "Brand," and Kevin Bailey, who was
Festival
nominated for his portrayal of the mayor in
that production. Bell is a senior theatre major
from Bronson, Mich., and Bailey is a senior
theatre major from Rochester, N.Y. Entered
for her costumes in "Tea and Sympathy" was
junior theatre and business major Diane Hin-
man of Scotia, N.Y.
Symposium Explores
Peace Options
continued from page I
Needs Must be Met?," Davidson Hepburn,
with response by Kenneth Boulding; and "A
Focus on the Political Dimensions of Arms
Control," Patrice Franko, a graduate student
at the University of Notre Dame.
A shift to personal concerns will be the
theme of afternoon focus sessions, beginning
at 1:30 p.m. Topics and resource people will
be: "Does Pacifism Lead to Peace? A Biblical
Perspective," Edward Laarman, assistant pro-
fessor of philosophy at Goshen College; "Par-
enting for Peace," Carol Westphal, student at
Western Theological Seminary and author of
a study guide on covenant parenting; "Why
We Fight and Kill: the Relevance of Animal
Behavior to Human Violence," Jack P. Hail-
man, professor of zoology at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison and author of one of
the first textbooks of modem ethology; and
"Cultural Conditioning for the Acceptance of
Violence," Barbara Zanotti, representative of
the Peace Education Project, Boston Theologi-
cal Institute, and a doctoral student at Har-
vard University.
There will be a closing discussion at 3 p.m.
on March 3.
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Hope Approved for Teaching
New Special Ed Course
Hope College has received approval from
the Michigan Board of Education to offer a
new training program for teachers of physical
education for the handicapped. Hope was one
of four institutions and the only Michigan
liberal arts college to receive in December the
State's approval to operate the new program.
Candidates will complete coursework in
both special education and special physical
education. At least 180 hours of field experi-
ence will also be required.
Physical education has become a vital part
of Michigan's spgcial education delivery sys-/
tern because of the passage of federal and.
Eighth Triennial on
Campus During May
The Eighth Triennial Assembly of the
Women of the Reformed Church in America
will be held May 23-27 at Hope College. The'
theme for the 1983 assembly is "God Is
Utterly Dependable."
The week of activities will include special
speakers, music, seminars, recreation, and
much fun and fellowship with the approx-
imately 2,000 Reformed Church women ex-
pected to attend from- throughout the
denomination. Several missionaries will be
present to share experiences.
Special guests will include: Dr. John
Hesselink, president of Western Theological
Seminary; Richard Ostling, religion editor of
Time magazine; Arvella Schuller, author, and
producer of "Hour of Power"; and Elizabeth
Dole, newly appointed U.S. Secretary of
Transportation.
Seminars will be offered on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. Each triennial partici-
pant will be able to choose two from the 30
seminars available each day. Tuesday's semi-
nars will deal with learning to trust in God —
physically, emotionally, socially, and spir-
itually. Thursday's seminars will deal with
practicing the trust — practicing Christianity, in
every phase of our lives.
Wednesday afternoon will be open and will
include opportunities for educational and/or
recreational activities. Wednesday evening in-
cludes a musical and a drama presentation.
The triennial will close Friday morning
with a communion service and a breakfast.
state legislation. By offering the new ap-
proval, Hope students will be competitive
within an overall tight teaching market, re-
ports Lamont Dirkse, professor of education
and dirertor of teacher certification. It is an-
ticipated that Hope will initially graduate ap-
proximately four students in the program
each year.
The new program in physical education
complements the two other special education
majors that are already part of Hope's curric-
ulum. Programs m the areas of the emo-
tionally impaired and learning disabled were
introduced in 1976.
Application was coordinated by Susan
Mooy, assistant professor of education, and




Two sessions of Elderhostel will be held on
Hope's campus this summer.
Elderhostel is a network of over 600 educa-
tional institutions which offer special short1
term, residential, academic programs for older
adults. The aim of Elderhostel is to provide
intellectual stimulation and the adventure of
new experiences. This is the second year
Hope has participated in the program.
The first session of Elderhostel at Hope
runs July 10-16, followed by a second session
July 30-Aug. 6. Both sessions are identical in
format.
Courses offered are: "What's in Your
Food?", a look at chemical additives and their
effects, taught by Prof. Don Williams of the
chemistry department; "The Dutch Connec-
tion," a consideration of the history and im-
pact of the Dutch in America, taught by Prof.
Harry Boonstra, director of libraries; and
"American Musical Theatre," a study which
includes attending rehearsals and perfor-
mances of the Hope Summer Repertory The-
atre, taught by Prof. Stuart Sharp of the
music department.
The cost of each session is $180, including
room and board. No previous formal educa-
tion is required.
Further information is available and regis-
tration may be made by writing Elderhostel,
100 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116.
NO MORE PITS AT DE WITT— Expansion and remodeling of the DeWitt Center is well
underway, aided by a mild Michigan winter. The facility is being converted into a student
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Profs Do Write 'A Better Mousetrap/
continued from page 1
Unlike many authors who expend effort in
search of a publisher, Myers was arduously
wooed last summer by Worth, through a
senior editor who knew of him through her
previous position with McGraw-Hill. The deal
that was clinched will result in a pre-publica-
tion investment by the publisher amounting
to at least $250,000, including the underwrit-
ing of Myers' salary and expenses during the
next two years so he can draft the text with a
reduced classroom teaching load — and not in-
cluding the salary of the senior editor who
will work exclusively on this project for the
next two years.
Myers' writing efforts are also notable be--
cause they're high tech. According to
McGraw-Hill, his Social Psychology is one of
the first major college textbooks to be pro-
duced directly from the author's diskettes
which contained type-marking commands as
well as the text. Myers says he found that
the on-line composition style of word-pro-
cessing not only makes it easier for the au-
thor to revise and eventually produce error-
free copy, but it also affords more control of
the manuscript. He's so hooked that he's
trading in the Remington he bought, used, 10
years ago for $50 for his own word-processor
so that he can provide his typist with a
diskette which will be reprocessed at her ter-
minal to correct the author's propensity for
typos.
Although the process may remove one
more person between writer and publisher,
Myers' experfence has been that when it
comes to textbooks, the author "is the quar-
terback of a whole team." He works closely
with his editor in analyzing the competition
(the analysis is so detailed that Myers can tell
you how many paragraphs are devoted to
major topics in 11 of the best-selling intro-
ductory psychology texts currently on the
market). Information and input is being
gathered from experts all over the country,
and once Myers begins drafting the chapters
they'll be sent ouj to several dozen readers
who will comment and criticize.
Unlike some big-league textbook-writing
professors, Myers has never been teamed
with a professional writer supplied by his
publisher. Instead, he has linked himself to
the talents of one of his Hope colleagues, Jack
Ridl of the English department, who serves as
writing coach.
Lively writing is particularly important to
Myers because it is this element which he
found lacking in many of the psychology
textbooks currently on the market.
Charm, wit and grace are qualities for
which Myers — with Ridl's help — strives.
Their success in Social Psychology is evident
in reviewers' assertion that the book is set
apart first of all by a "lively and engaging
writing style." Other earmarks are "excep-
tional organization," say reviewers, and the
inclusion of personal reflections by leading
investigators.
Setting one's book apart from the competi-
tion in some splashy and obviously new way
might seem the surest way to achieve success
in the textbook market. Not so. Although
students might jump out of their desks at the
chance for some offbeat approach, publishers
are very aware that, it's professors^not stu-
dents, who are their real customers — or at
least their first customers. Usually, professors
select textbooks for courses that are already
established and that they've taught for a
number of years. That means they have
tried-and-true ideas about what needs to be
covered, and they're skeptical of gimmicky
approaches. Basically, professors are looking
for a text that covers the material in a way
that makes it accessible to students.
Because accessibility is so important, Hope
textbook authors frequently try out their
writing efforts on their students during.the
pre-publication stage. Myers notes that his
editors have regarded Hope students' evalua-
tions with a comparable degree of validity
Professor of Mathematics Elliot Tanis,
whose coauthored textbook Probability and
Statistical Inference (MacMillan Publishing,
1977) has just come out in its second edition,
agrees that the Hope student evaluation is an
important step in the publication process. Be-
cause he has been using his text in his class
for the past five years, Tanis has had ample
opportunity to assess user opinions. The text-
book was revised to incorporate these reac-
tions and it also contains new contents — data
sets — contributed by Hope students and
faculty.
"There is much more of a Hope College
flavor in the second edition than there was in
the first," Tanis notes.
Revised editions, such as that Tanis re-
cently completed with his coauthor, Robert
Hogg of the University of Iowa, usually come
within five years of a successful first edition.
Tanis' book also has been reprinted in a
paperback, international edition. Some time
ago he had the happy experience of seeing it
on the,shelves while browsing in a bookstore
in Great Britain.
The international textbook market is ex-
panding, in contrast to that of the U.S. where
growth appears to be slowing down. Chem-
istry Professor Michael Doyle, coauthor of
Organic Chemistry (John Wiley and Sons,
1977), reports that his book is doing better
abroad than in the U.S. Doyle has gained a
first-hand appreciation for all the variables in
textbook publishing. His book came out at
about the same time that a trend towards
more simplified instruction took hold in
organic chemistry classrooms. Doyle says his
publisher scrambled to get out one of the
lower-level texts and Doyle's book, conse-
quently, was given a back seat in promotion
efforts.
Although his book missed hitting what was
the key market element at the time, Doyle
says the experience of writing a text was
rewarding because it gave him a sense of the
vast scope and array of his field. That percep-
tion can't help but make one a more inspired
and inspiring teacher, he maintains.
Clearly, George Kraft, associate professor of
physical education, is hoping his recently
completed manuscript will impress publishers
as the right thing at the right time. He
believes there's nothing currently available
which falls into the same category as his
manuscript on the coaching of football.
a textbook. They're all books by individual
coaches telling what they do best. Not one
starts at ground level and takes the novice
through all the elements of coaching," Kraft
states.
His effort, currently m the hands of pub-
lisher's readers, gives information on things
such as off-season planning and scouting, as
well as game elements.
Like Tanis, whose book grew out of hand-
outs he prepared for his Hope classes, Kraft's
textbook effort evolved from more humble
sources — a series of articles which were
successful.
Pi'ofessor of Economics and Business Ad-
ministration Barrie Richardson's co-authored
Men, Markets and Morality is still in the
humble stage. It's a "homemade" book, con-
sisting of photocopied pages bound together
between sheets of heavy paper. Richardson
wrote the book seven years ago with former
colleague Douglas Heerema, originally intend-
ing it for an audience of ministers and Chris-
tian laypersons. Publishers deemed the book
too technical for that audience, but Richard-
son finds it works well in his senior seminar.
The book attempts to incorporate economic
concepts into Christian decision-making on
issues such as labor praaices, poverty and
wealth, and other market-related matters.
Richardson says he hasn't abandoned hopes
to get the book published eventually, but
notes that a new title will be necessary: what
was catchy in 1975 screams sexist in 1983.
Another professor who wrote a book for
church laity as well as Hope students is
Henry Voogd, professor of religion who will
retire this spring. His study of the period
between the Testaments, Seedtime and Har-
vest (University Press of America, 1977) has
been used in his course on the history and
religion of ancient Israel. Voogd says he
wrote the book because the intertestamentary
period is a very obscure subject. He decided a
popular study would be helpful.
An "old school" professor who spent a
good portion of his career in the period prior
to academe's publish-or-perish mania, Voogd
nonetheless endorses book-writing as ex-
tremely beneficial.
"Writing is a very positive experience be-
cause it results in good personal discipline and
keeps you at the edge of scholarship and
reading," he notes.
Although books like Voogd's are not text-
classrooms. But rarely do they enjoy the
widespread sales of their common-denomina-
tor counterparts.
For example, when Associate Professor of
English Stephen Hemenway is asked about
the total sales of his two volumes on the
novels of India, published nearly a decade
ago, he responds, "Let's see . . . maybe
something like 74? I really have no idea but
people do tell me they've seen them in
libraries."
Although the topic may be obscure,
Hemenway's books stand out on the shelves
because their covers are made from colorful
saris.
The good looks of Roger Davis' nearly
finished book are its selling point. Davis,
associate professor of music, has worked for
several years on a manual for beginning,
college-level organ students. His efforts have
recently been sent to a publisher for
consideration.
The instructional material in the book is
distinctive for its clarity, say organ professors
at several respected institutions who have
reviewed the book at Davis' request. But what
sets the manual apart most is its appearance — ;
a pleasing layout and beautifully rendered
music selections, all hand-executed with pen
and ink. Davis' art of music engraving (a
term derived from the original method of
punches on zinc plates) is obviously superior
in appearance to the less refined methods of a ^
computerized printer or a music typewriter.
Davis' sense of precision is apparent in
every element of his book. He has typed his
copy to margin and spaced it on the pages.
Headings and titles have been typeset so that
for all practical purposes he's provided a lay- I
out as well as camera-ready music. Assisted
by hundreds of' templates and other tools of
the trade (no White-Out ever), Davis has
created a product which he believes will be
very attractive to publishers. The pre-publica-
tion version is currently being used by stu-
dents at Hope and several other colleges.
For all faculty authors, finding the time to
complete a work-in-progress is a very real
strain. William Cohen, associate professor of
history, has been working for years on a
scholarly study of post-Civil-War black mo-
bility and the transformation of the Southern i
labor system. Like many, he discovered book
projects tend to grow at an alarming rate once
one gets into them. Good scholarship, he
points out, means asking questions that can't
be answered in a hurry and integrating small
things into larger pictures. Cohen has used !
summers and leaves of absence to plow ahead,
having resigned himself several years ago to
the fact that for him teaching and writing do
not mix.
Other authors must wrestle not only with
the drains on time, but also with the realiza-
tion that writing does not come easily to
them. One such author, John Shaughnessy,
associate professor of psychology, is now co-
authoring his second textbook, a introduction
to research methods to be published by Alfred
A. Knopf Publishers.
"Unlike my colleague, Dave Myers, I don't
enjoy the process of writing," he says. "But I
do see it as a professional responsibility. It's
not for honor, it comes with the job. We are
in a public discipline and we have the respon-
sibility to make our knowledge public."
Why do professors write textbooks? Be-
cause it's a professional responsibility, because
they care about teaching, because it's stim-
ulating and sometimes even exciting and fun,
because It results in recognition within the
academic community, because it might bring
in a few extra dollars and because of that
persistent I-can-build-a-better-mousetrap
sense of enterprise.
"There's always room in any competitive
market for something new of the highest
quality," notes Worth Publishers Senior Edi-
tor Alison Meersschaert.
And Hope professors, pen in hand or posi-
tioned behind their typewriters or perched at
their processors, obviously are ready for the _
calendar of events MEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, FEBRUARY 1983
What's Happening at Hope?
The Arts
February
25-26 Hope Theatre Production: Cinderella by Rodgers &
Hammerstein; DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
26 Senior Recital: Sheryl Baar, mezzo soprano, Wichers
Aud., 8 p.m.
March
1-14 March Festival High School Exhibition; De Free Art
Center
2-5 Cinderella; DeWitt, 8 p.m.
4 March Festival '83: Festival Children's Choir;
Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
5 Senior Recital: Susan Mason, pianist; Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
7 Alvin Sher, sculptor, GLCA New York Arts Program
Director, lecture & slide presentation; DePree Art
Center & Gallery, 4 p.m.
8 March Festival '83: A Jester Hairston Celebration;
Festival Choir and Holland Chorale, Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
9 Lecture: "The Promethean Age of American Art:
1949-1960" by Robert Buck from the Albright
Know Art Gallery: De Free Aud., 8. p.m.
10 March Festival '83: W. Francis McBeth Lecture
"Musical Interpretation" Wichers Aud., 11 a.m.
11—12 An Evening with John Houseman, Great
Performance Series; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 p.m.
12 March Festival '83: Ann Arbor Chamber Orchestra
& Holland Chorale Concert; Dimnent Chapel, 8
p.m.
13 Faculty Chamber Music Concert: Wichers Aud., 4
p.m.
16 Senior Recital: Jody Tallmadge, pianist; Dimnent
Chapd, 8 p.m.
17 Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7
p.m.
17-19 Dance IX; DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
18 Hope Orchestra with Michael Votta, clarinetist,
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
18 Opening Reception: Fred Tchida, light installation;
DePree Art Center
20 Faculty Recital: Joan Conway, pianist; Dimnent
Chapel, 3 p.m.
23 Hope Wind Ensemble Concert: Dimnent Chapel, 8
p.m.
April
7 Music Department Student Recital: Dimnent. Chapel,
11 a.m.
7 Guest Recital: David Mott, saxophonist/composer;
DePree Art Gallery, 8 p.m.
10 Faculty Recital: Caren George, soprano; Wichers
Aud., 4 p.m.
12 Hope Jazz Ensemble Concert; DeWitt Theatre, 8
p.m.
13 Master Class: Gene Callahan, soprano; Wichers,
3:30 p.m.
15 Guest Recital: Gene Callahan, soprano, Anthony
Kooiker, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
17 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4
p.m.
8 Art Department Senior Exhibition; DePree Art
Center
19 Master Class: Endellion String Quartet; Wichers
Aud., 3:30 p.m.
20 Endellion String Quartet, Young Concert Artists;
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Explorientation ’83
July 31-August 6
Explorientation '83, for high school students who have
completed the sophomore or junior year, is intended to help
students explore the possibilities of a college education.
There are classroom experiences, extracurricular activities
and free time. Students will live in college housing, learn
from college professors and operate on a college schedule.
For further information contact Mary Kraai at the Admis-
sions Office, (161)392-5111, ext. 2200.
11th Annual Model United Nations
March 17-18
Sponsored by the political science department, the Model
U.N. provides United Nations simulation experience for
600-650 high school students from West Michigan and
surrounding areas. Topics to be considered in this year's
program include the world environment and global de-
nuclearization; the Guyana/Venezuela, Iran/Iraq and
Cyprus crisis situations; and the status of women, narcotic
drugs, aging, and transnational corporations.
Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 6
Several classes have planned Friday evening activities that
are listed in the materials sent to the reunion classes.
Others are presently planning them and class members
will be fully informed.
Saturday, May 7
10:00 — 12:00 noon Coffee Hour DeWitt Center
10:00 — 12:00 noon Campus Tours DeWitt Center
Class Reunions
Class of 1933 Alyle Schutter, chairperson
Class of 1938 J. Norman Timmer, chairperson
Class of 1943 Barbara Folensbee Timmer, chairperson
Class of 1948 Katherine Steketee MacKenzie,
chairperson
Class of 1953 Betty Roelofs Miller, chairperson
Class of 1958 Janice Blunt Van Faasen, chairperson
Class of 1963 Jane Woodby Osman, chairperson
Class of 1968 Neal Sobania, chairperson
4:00 50 Year Circle Awarding of certificates and pins to
members of class of 1933, Harold
Hoffman, president; Robert Notier,
vice president; Iva LaCrone, secre-
tary, Pine Grove
5:00 Punch, Van Raalte Commons
5:00 Dedication of Van Raalte Commons & Sculp-
ture, College Ave. & 12th St.
6:15 Alumni Banquet — Honoring 1983 Distinguished
Alumni Award Winners and members of the class
of 1933, Phelps Hall.
Tickets available from the Alumni Office, Hope College,
Holland, MI 49423 (616) 392-5111, Ext. 2060
Sunday, May 8
11:00 a.m. Baccalaureate, Dimnent Chapel
(Admission by ticket only)
3:00 p.m. Commencement, Holland Municipal Stadium
Holland Civic Center in case of rain.
Critical Issues Symposium
March 2-3
The theme of the fourth annual symposium will be Avenue
to Peace. Focus sessions will include topics such as The
Control of Arms, International Arms Sales, Economic Devel-
opment, Pacifism, The Family as Peace-Makers and Why Do
We Fight? Among the speakers will be Kenneth Boulding
and Ambassador Davidson Hepburn.
Eastern Bus Trips
March 9-12 and April 6-9
Each year Hope sponsors trips for students from the East
Coast who are interested in visiting the campus. The first
trip scheduled March 9-12 will leave from New Jersey. The
second trip scheduled April 6-9 will leave from New York.
Cost for these trips will be between $75-$100 which in-
cludes transportation, housing and meals.
For further information on the New Jersey trip contact
Admissions representative Janet Weisiger, 411 Hartung,
Wyckoff, N.J. 07481, (201)891-2390 or for the New York
trip contact Admissions representative Kim Gnade, Hope
College, Holland, MI 49423, (616)392-5111, ext. 2200.
Young Authors’ Conference
Thursday, April 21
A conference in which children, grades K-6, share books
they have written under the direction of their teachers. The
conference is designed to encourage teachers to have chil-
dren write, to motivate children to write and to demonstrate
to children that others write and are interested in what they
write. At the conference children participate in a variety of
creative/imaginative activities. Featured resource person will
be author Phyllis Reynolds.
For further information contact Prof. Nancy Miller
(616)392-5111, ext. 3030.
Visitation Days
February 25, March 11, April 8
Designed for prospective Hope College students (transfers,
high school juniors or seniors) who are interested in enroll-
ing for the fall of 1983. Students and their parents are
invited to spend a day on campus meeting with students,
faculty and staff. Registration begins at 8:45 a.m. at Phelps
Hall.
Great Performance Series
Tickets available at the door for events to be held in
Dimnent Chapel. Tickets for the John Houseman program
will go on sale during February.






actor John Houseman has
enjoyed careers as a pro-
ducer, author, director,
educator and actor. Most
recently he has starred in
the role of Professor
Kinsfield in the Paper
Chase.
Wednesday, April 20, Dimnent, 8 p.m.
The Endellion String Quartet of England was formed in
1979. They were an immediate success at the International
String Quartet Competition by placing second among 20
quartets from around the world.
Regional Meetings
The Alumni Office sponsors a series of nationwide regional
meetings for alumni, parents, and friends during the year.
Local chairpersons and committees plan the event. A new
slide/tape program about the College is being shown.
FEBRUARY — 24 in Clearwater, Fla., 25 in Sarasota, Fla.
MARCH — 10 in Detroit, Mich., 16 in Kalamazoo, Mich.
APRIL — 12 in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Meetings are being scheduled throughout the northeast.
Dates, times and places will appear in the next calendar.
For further information contact the Alumni Office (616)
392-5111, ext. 2060
Symphonette Spring Tour
March 25 (a.m.), Hastings Schools, Hastings, Mich.
March 25 (p.m.). First Christian Reformed Church of De-
troit, Mich.
March 26, Lakeview Community Church, Rochester, N.Y.
March 27, Canajoharie Reformed Church, Canajoharie, N.Y.
March 28, Lisha's Kill Reformed Church, Schenectady, N.Y.
March 29, Deerpark Reformed Church, Port Jervis, N.Y.
March 30, (a.m.) West Morris Mendham High School,
Mendham, N.J.
March 30, (p.m.) Faith Reformed Church, Midland Pk., N.J.
March 31, Clover Hill Reformed Church, Flemington, N.J.
April 1, Comm. Church of Douglaston, Douglaston, N.Y.
Chapel Choir Spring Tour
March 20, First Reformed Church, South Holland, 111.
March 21, Reformed Church of Palos Heights, 111.
March 22, Silver Creek Reformed Church, German Valley,
M.
March 23, First United Methodist Church, Moline, 111.
March 24, Trinity Reformed Church, Allison, Iowa
March 25, First Reformed Church, Hull, Iowa
March 27, Peace Reformed Church, Eagan, Minn.
March 28, Alto Reformed Church, Waupun, Wise.
March 29, Gibbsville Reformed Church, Sheboygan Falls,
Wise.
March 30, First Reformed Church, DeMotte, Ind.
March 31, Second Reformed Church, Kalamazoo, Mich.
‘Rgdgers CSi ‘Hammerstetris
Cinderella
February 25 & 26, March 2-5 &00 pm
SPECIAL MATINEES: Feb. 26, Mar. 5 1:00 p.m.
MAIN THEATRE DeWitt Cultural Center
RESERVATIONS and INFORMATION
CALL (616) 392-1449
10 a.m. • 5:00 p.m.
DAILY
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Sabbaticals are a tradition of aca-
deme which has been regarded
with a mix of suspicion and envy
by the rest of the world.
"Every seventh year off? —
You've got to be kidding!" is the
typical non-professor's response to
this well established fact of faculty
life.
But a sabbatical leave, at least in its
modem definition, is no vacation. It is an
intermission in teaching, to be sure, but the
interval is expected to be filled with ac-
tivities that improve scholarship, teaching
and, by implication, one's service to the
college or university granting the leave. At
Hope, as at most institutions, a sabbatical is
not even automatic — a proposal of inten-
tions must be submitted and approved, and
a sabbatical returnee is required to file a
report.
College administrators tend to view sab-
baticals more as investment than something
owed, an examination involving 25 liberal
arts deans reveals. The study, recently
completed by Hope Provost David G.
Marker, indicates that "virtually every sab-
batical leave policy either states explicitly
or implies that sabbatical leaves are for the
benefit of faculty and their college."
Although faculty members are more in-
clined to think of sabbaticals as part of
their benefits package and hence their
"due," several Hope professors indicate
that they don't think they deserve sabbati-
cals any more than any other segment of
the working population. But, one hastens
to add, "the fact that factory workers and
high school teachers and mothers don't get
them is no reason to say that college teach-
ers in general and me in particular ought
not to get them."
The tradition of sabbaticals for professors
is based on the principles of regeneration
which are implicit in Old Testament Mosaic
laws. These laws required the Israelites to
leave their fields and vineyards untilled
every seventh year (Leviticus 25). But the
leap from ancient agriculture to modern,
academe was apparently one of great dis-
tance — the first definite system of sabbati-
cal leaves didn't appear until 1880, at
Harvard, and there is no indication that the
practice was borrowed from any other pro-
fession. The tradition of sabbaticals was set
in place at the same time that research
libraries, university presses and learned so-
cieties were being established in America —
all of which were intended to encourage the
scholarly productivity of American pro-
fessors so that they might emulate their
European counterparts, whose scholarly
work was well supported, by governments
and special organizations.
By 1899 at least 10 American institutions
were offering sabbatical programs. A 1912
publication, Cyclopedia of Education,
reported:
The term sabbatical year is now widely
used among colleges and universities to
mean an intermission of labor, first for
rest or pleasure, or second for research or
study uninterrupted by teaching. The
value of granting leaves of absence to
teachers in order to freshen and to add
new stimulus to their work is heartily
conceded by educators. The practice each
year is being extended as colleges gain in
financial strength and the provisions un-
der which college teachers are able to
take such intermission from their work
. are becoming more and more definitely
formulated.
The Cyclopedia's "widely used" description
appears to be a slight overstate'ment, but by
1920 at least 50 institutions had sabbatical
programs and by 1935 they were unques-
tionably established — three national educa-
tional organizations had conducted detailed
studies on them.
And yet sabbaticals were a long time
coming to Hope College. The first was not
granted until 1968 to former English pro-
fessor Joan Mueller. Although the College
had long granted leaves of absence for
specific purposes (especially the completion
of degree work), it'wasn't until this late
date that the seven-year cycle was set into
motion.
According to Professor Emeritus of En-
glish and former dean John Hollenbach,
sabbaticals during the 1930s and 1940s
were limited to prestigious, wealthy institu-
tions and rare at liberal arts colleges.
In Hope's case, in the 1940s when pro-
fessors were shouldering large teaching
loads at salaries well below average, sab-
baticals would have meant further depletion
of the dollars available for salaries. No one
gave them any serious thought.
"During the Lubbers era (1945-1963)
. . . the key efforts were to raise salaries
and to implement the 'poor college's sub-
stitute' for. sabbaticals — a summer study
grant program," Hollenbach recalls.
He considers the investment of $10,000
into the budget for summer grants as one
of his major achievements as a dean in the
1950s, even though that fund meant only
$500 grants for 20 professors.
Joining the newly formed Great Lakes
Colleges Association in 1961 put Hope into
"the Big League of liberal arts colleges,"
Hollenbach says, and contributed to a de-
veloping pressure for more scholarly pro-
duction by faculty members. Moreover, the
chemistry professors were beginning to re-
ceive regularly grants from outside sources
which were used not only for summer
research but also for year-long leave-of-
absences.
In short, the faculty mindset had begun
der Werf became president in 1963, coming
from Kansas University where a sabbatical
program was well established, his push for
increased scholarship soon resulted in the
development of a formal sabbatical
program.
According to Hollenbach's recollection,
the first sabbatical leave went to a member
of the English department because it tvas
the biggest department and could manage
the temporary loss of a faculty member
without adding new staff. Since then, it has
become relatively easy to secure temporary
- teaching replacements for those on sabbati-
cal leave, although this practice has also,, of
course, added to the expense of the
program.
Hope follows the practice of most institu-
tions, allowing a leave of one or two se-
mesters during every seventh year of
service;^ One semester's salary is awarded,
but the faculty member has the option of
spreading it out over two semesters. Pro-
fessors are encouraged to seek supplemental
funding from outside sources. This is par-
ticularly vital when travel and research ex-
penses are substantial.
Unlike the early days of sabbaticals when
"rest and pleasure" were considered legitim-
mate sabbatical ends, today most colleges
are as direct as Hope in stating that the
sabbatical leave program "is intended to
encourage the professional development of
faculty members," period (Hope College
Faculty Handbook). At the same time, top
academic administrators recognize that the
intellectual renewal of a sabbatical is fre-
quently accompanied by psychic renewal
and personal refreshment and that these
benefits too are passed down to students.
Hope professors are encouraged to con-
duct their sabbaticals away from the famil-
iar setting of Hope and Holland, and
overseas sabbaticals are not uncommon. In-
town stints are on the increase, however.
caused by a spouse's career or other family
constraints. Marker's survey also reveals,
however, that administrators prefer that
their faculty on sabbatical be far removed.
"The biggest problem is making the deci-
sion to divorce oneself psychologically and
physically from the campus activities to
enable full focus on the leave activities,"
reports one dean.
Added to the family dislocation problems
which prohibit some out-of-town sabbati-
cals is the fact that some professors report
it's becoming more difficult to get the extra
dollars from outside sources which make
extended travel and living away from home
an economic feasibility.
Although today, as in 1912, professors
still "heartily concede" that sabbaticals
have value, they're not viewed as a free
ticket to anywhere one wants to go. Plan-
ning and funding for projects is time-con-
suming and must be accomplished well in
advance of the "time off." A home away
from home — adequate but inexpensive —
must be arranged. Few professors who
choose out-of-town sabbaticals can afford to
leave their houses empty during their ab-
sence, and so short-term renters must be
secured. There are also the stresses that
occur whenever one's normal way of life is
altered. And there is the pressure to make
the time worth all the prior expectation of
the six years previous, and all the hassles
of the months preceding the leave.
One professor offers the following good
news/bad news assessment of his sabbatical
experience:
"For me the time is one of isolation. In
the bad sense, I'm isolated from a lot of
people with ideas and information and reac-
tion. In the good sense. I've been really
alone for a long stretch. Nobody makes
assignments or herds me to committee
meetings or calls or drops in. ... I may
come home exhausted but that part of me
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OPUS Selections from the student literary publication
From Adam’s Unmixed Blessing
1. Adam, Low on a Tuesday
Lighten, Adam, up.
You're the wiry whiz of old erect His,
Like the burnt bird only Gramps’ll touch
& devour. Do you love me? his only fear.
Your 1, sorely missed & wicked,
concludes
This world unfit, & misses a-many
Blessings from birth.
So rise O, short Adam, and feel His push.
Be hushed by the growl of God, glad to
Whimper, & give
Gp that thumbed up air, that breath.
And do not be glad of another death;
Demand it
2. Adam Struck With It All
— Woe & lauds, Lord, saith Adam. Kindly
Like. 1 am not the loyal opposition,
Nor support. Somewhere in between
I lunge like a clawed thing to its hole,
dark, clutching
The sliding ground in weary dependence
Or poking these pincers, feeble & dry,
At the unknown intruder in the mind-
Less . . . fight for air, like
An old man’s mad, arthritic dash
To the door during the postlude
. by white-wigged Bach.
Richly dark Thou, the One dream of peasants
& money-men alike,' Creator of the definitive
non sequitur, this flung orb
of Spirit, Surprise & Necessity,
so stuffed
& hollowed well, worn well & whirring:
Fate’s Favorite
Grendel of Gore, gatherer of men’s souls,
Heed! You shall die by hands not human
in solitary strength. Savage bravery
fathered by Fate — Fame’s timeless
comrade, uncommon — coddled Beowulf;
God’s savior-send is the slayer’s end.
The Weeping Woman from whose womb he came,
she too will try, with temper profound,
to blister the bond of unbounded glory,
killing if she can this catalyst of revenge,
this son-slayer, strangest of Geats,
Wondrous Warrior, unworldly Beowulf.
Most thorough of thanes thrice now called^
the folk he succors floundering in flames.
To Dragon’s den and deathly breath
he wields hfs doom on wizened shoulders
along with languor: his lost society
Beautiful bout, boastful Beowulf.
Stephen LaRue, a sophomore
from Paw Paw, Mich.
Drawing by Amy Glass, a senior from Grand Rapids, Mich.
As Sidney's bright Astrophil hoped grace to obtain,
So am 1 needing in truth, and would fain in verse
My need fulfill; at least 1 would in not much worse,
For I from my dear Stella good grade would maintain.
Wordsworth could afford to grow distant by the year;
Blake knew not my bound, nor accept such could e’er he;
Shelley for Beauty Divine could wait patiently;
Me: the day — nay, the very hour itself draws near.
Yet all these great names, save only those “me” and “I,”
Are of Poetry’s World, for my poor pen ill fit
(Witness!); while my present task, come down from on high,
But a five-page essay writ on dull English lit.
“Fool,” said my Muse, “take up thy truant pen and write;
Thy mistriss firmly hath said, ‘tis due ‘fore tonight”
Ben Vonk, a senior from Holland, Mich.
You who needn’t Adam’s blessing has if,
3. Adam Meaning Well
Even Your strongest strong arm tactics
— neurons missing each other in the dim
Light of the fallen brain, thrashed kidneys,
Brittle bones in the shining child —
fill me
With engrossed wonder, & passion,
tho’ little joy.
Q. The withered flesh of the cruely aged?
A. The hidden hieroglyphics in the chipmunk’s coat
Q. The unmined wreckage of the mad, dead mind?
A. The fool’s submission to the healthy will.
Q. The dented bones off Highway 61?
A. The pin-striped palm in the autumn oak’s hand-
A. The music oozing from a clipped blade of grass.
A. The open world within a ball of sweat
Maker of the dark feared hard, hard,
And of the light more appealing,
You who needn’t my blessing has it
TomAndrcws^^ophomore
A Chinese horse rests silent at Lascaux.
Gently mount him; journey through the ages
Sighting manuscripts’ illumined pages,
Giotto’s stages set for Leonardo.
Lope by slaves bound — by Michelangelo
Released. Linger sensing Diirer’s sages.
Gallop by Rubens’ and Goya’s rages.
Then prance near Van Gogh, Picasso, Christo-
At last to find a fence runs by, your steed,
A block to countless whys obscured and teth-
ered on the other side — yet a dancing
Form of answering, an enigma lead-
ing, coaxing review to the cave. Past death,
Past wise: a slow gait to life enhancing.
Leslie Ortquist, a senior
from Springfield, Ohio
Complimentary copies of the Fall edition of
Opus may be obtained from the Office of
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Midnight Snack is Welcome Break from Studying
by Laurie Brown '85
The atmosphere was warm and relaxing.
The aroma of crisp bacon and freshly brewed
coffee tickled the sensory buds while students
socialized in Phelps cafeteria.
This seemingly ordinary breakfast is served
in the twilight hours to kick-off exam week
each semester. Delectable delights, compli-
ments of Western Food Service, provide food
for thought to students for the long night
ahead devoted to studying.
The meal at night, which consisted of ev-
erything from eggs and bacon to com flakes,
is just what some of the students need to
keep them from going stir-crazy. Students
come in assorted casual clothing suitable for
studying, but others make it a gala affair. The
freshmen women from Dykstra Hall arrived
in flannel p.j.'s and matching (?) tennis
shoes, with their favorite stuffed animals ac-
companying them.
"Spokesperson" for the group, freshman
Carole Bos from Spring Lake, Mich., ex-
plained the reason for their comical dress.
"Our R.A., Sara Smith, a Sophomore, told us
SOME LIKE IT HOT— Hope junior Sue
Latham of Guttenberg, N.J., got a. refill for
the long night ahead from President Gordon
]. Van Wylen during a special exams week
midnight breakfast.
to come in our p.j.'s because everyone did!
I'm sure she's back at the dorm laughing at
how gullible we are."
Filling up on caffeine, some of the fresh-
man girls from Dykstra Hall only planned on
studying until midnight. Meanwhile, their
neighboring dorm-mates planned on staying
awake all night, which they frequently do.
"It's business as usual," explained Carole
Bos, "We don't study the whole time, we
break to wrestle, gossip and fight."
It was comforting for the girls of Dykstra
to see that studying did crazy things to other
students when some of the "Voorheesians"
from Voorhees Hall arrived distinctively
dressed. Senior Chris Fleming of Augusta,
Mich., and junior Gary Graeff of Muskegon
Mich., livened the occasion in their thermal
underwear with flaps, hiking boots, terry
robes and ties. The pockets of their robes
contained their stuffed bears. "This is our
third year in a row for dressing up and this
time we thought we would make the occasion
formal by wearing ties," said Fleming. "We
are sick of studying, that's why we are here.
Too bad they don't do this every week,"
added Graeff.
Suitably attired in work hats and aprons
and serving students were none other than
the faculty and administration. On a rotating
schedule professors and administration
mingled with the students while pouring or-
ange juice and plenty of black coffee to re-
vitalize their somewhat bleary-eyed students.
"I don't think I've missed a year serving,"
expressed President Van Wylen. "It's a nice
release," said Sara Schmidt, assistant for stu-
dent housing. "It's fun for me to interact
with the students and I enjoy serving them."
"It breaks the monotony and students get a
kick out of it," added Bruce Johnston, director
of student affairs.
Steve Renz, food coordinator for Western,
felt the midnight breakfast was a success.
"When we do something like this for stu-
dents it costs around $1,000," he said. "We
tried to create a different atmosphere for the
students and I was happy it worked out. It's
good for the students to relieve the pressures
of studying and the students, faculty and staff
enjoy it."
Each year many persons make it
possible for students to attend
Hope College by establishing en-
dowed scholarship funds. Endow-
ed scholarships are awarded to
students on the basis of scholar-
ship and demonstrated financial
need. Such funds provide a
meaningful way to memorialize
or honor loved ones while assist-
ing students financially. Two such
funds are described below.
The Herman F. and Flora
Laug Scholarship Fund was re-
cently established by relatives and
friends of the Laugs as a tribute
to the support they have provided
to Hope College and its students.
Herm, Class of 1929, and Flora
have contributed immeasurably
to the life of Hope College with
their warm enthusiasm, involve-
ment and benevolence. Almost




to the campus is certain to in-
clude the Laugs.
Grateful to the Laugs for making
a Hope College experience possi-
ble for them during their student
years, these alumni are now in a
position to say “thank you” to
Herm and Flora by providing the
same opportunity for others that
they enjoyed. Writes John L.
Kemink, M.D., 71:
“. . . My continuing fond memo-
ries of Hope College and re-
spect for the education 1
received have prompted the
organization of a scholarship
fund in honor of my aunt and
uncle, Herm and Flo Laug,
who supported me during my
education, at Hope College."
Joining Dr. Kemink are relatives
and friends who “consider it a
distinct honor to acknowledge
them (the Laugs) by the creation
of The Herman F. and Flora
Laug Scholarship Fund to pro-
vide scholarship aid to worthy
students.
The Cupery Student Research
Fund was recently established by
Martin E. Cupeiy, Ph.D., ’24, in
memory of his wife, Susanna
Ouweneel Cupery. Awards from
this fund are used to support
student research in biology and
chemistry. Observes Dr. Cupeiy:
“As a retired Du Pont “Senior
Research Scientist” nearing 82
years of age, I have decided to
distribute some of my re-
sources where I feel they may
produce optimum' and worth-
while results. The very excellent
1982 report by the Hope
chemistry department was of
special interest to me. Also,
Michad Doyle’s article in the
October 1982 Hews from
Hope College clearly ex-
pressed the need for research
support at Hope. 1 had my ini-
tial courses in chemistry with
Dr. Almond T. Godfrey, fol-
lowed by Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl,
who arrived at Hope when we
were starting our senior year.
Much has happened since that
time, but today it is easily rec-
ognized that Hope College has
developed and maintained an
excellent record in chemistry
education and related fields."
Hope College is grateful to the
alumni and friends who have
made these endowed scholarship
funds possible.
For further information, please contact
John H. Greller, Director of Planned Giving








 I would like information about establishing an Endowed Scholarship Fuhd
Olive-Branch Politics: h
Is a total world commitment to peace possible? What priorities
must be reordered if global peace is to be obtained?
In keeping with this year's Critical Issues Symposium theme,
"Avenues to Peace," we asked several faculty experts to consider
the issue of peace from different point of views.
Dr. Kodjopa Attoh, assistant professor of geology, was born in
Ghana and received his undergraduate education there. He con-
siders peace from the point of view of Third World nations.
Dr. Earl Cuny, associate professor of history, is of Irish descent
and has taught special studies courses in Irish history. He offers a
provocative defense of the IRA.
Dr. Renze Hoeksema, professor of political science, is a former
CIS. foreign service political officer, serving in Iran and Lebanon in
the early 1960s. He analyzes America’s role in the turbulent
Middle East
Dr. G. Lany Penrose, associate professor of history, teaches
courses in Russian history and language and spent a year living in
the Soviet Union under an international research fellowship. He
analyzes Russian insecurities, which, he indicates, must be under-
stood if "The Enemy" is to be known.
Dr. Michael Petrovich, associate professor of history, is a native
of Yugoslavia and a former escort interpreter for the U.S. Depart-
ment of State. He served as President Jimmy Carter’s interpreter
during the state visit of the late Yugoslavian President Marshall
Tito in 1978. He offers an historical perspective on Yugoslavia’s
unique position in world politics.
by G. Larry Penrose, Ph.D
Associate Professor of History
Both the Soviet Union and the United States threaten world peace
because they are powerful nation states pursuing policies designed to
insure their security in all its senses, ranging from the stark reality of
missile counts to the grey areas of self-image and national consciousness.
On balance, the. USSR is less secure than is the U. S. As a result, the
USSR is, relatively, a greater threat to peace. It's not that the Soviets
desire peace less, but rather, that their security requirements are greater.
If security can be understood, at minimum, a? the maintenance of the
status quo, then the consequence of greater Soviet insecurities is a greater
willingness to take risks to do so. ,
The fundamental Soviet insecurity is to have failed in the great national
task of catching and surpassing the United States. There are others.
The Russians — and I do not make the common error here of confusing
"Russian" with "Soviet"; the Russians run the Soviet Union and it is
Russian, not Buryat Mongol insecurities that matter in the world — are an
ethnic and linguistic minority in their own empire. The Russians care
enough about this, are insecure enough about it, to suggest officially that
unmarried Russian women should consider having children out of
wedlock. They also award "Heroine of Socialist Labor" titles to women
who have borne ten or more children (though the pun does not work in
the Russian language). Add to these internal problems the Poles, Czechs,
Hungarians, Rumanians, Bulgarians, East Germans, Mongols, and others
who make up the roster of unwilling client states and the ethnic Russian
fear that somebody is watching them becomes more reasonable.
As few as they are relatively, the Russians cannot feed themselves. On
.average, grain production is below demand two out of every five years no
matter who is in charge. This is an un’ of geography and
R are all on or above
happy accident
climate. The major grain producing areas of the USS
the 50th parallel. In North America they are on or below it. No
government can change that.
Related to all other sources of insecurity is the existence of a great and
generally perceived gap between official posturing and reality. When there
is no grain there is no livestock feed; no feed no meat, no meat, frustrated
expectations.
Russians also wonder about who they really are. Already by the middle
of the 11th century half of the blood in the veins of the princes of Kiev
was Turkic. Since then the Mongols have ruled for 250 years. Is Russia
East or West?. They argue about it themselves.
Control of the population, whether Russian or not, is understood to be a
function of the preceived ability to control client and satellite states. This
breeds a mutual insecurity of ruled and rulers alike that helps to explain
Afghanistan.
Russians are not just insecure, they are unappreciated by Europe
historically, by the United States currently. Solzhenitsyn is no crackpot in
this case, the biological metaphor thpt he favors works here: Russia has
time and again accepted innoculation, vaccination that protected the. West
from Turks, from Mongols, from Islam, from Christian heterodoxy and,
more recently, from the Chinese. But to the Russian way of thinking all
of this service to mankind has never been appreciated.
fjhus Russian insecurity cannot be compensated for with any number of
tanks, planes, ships, missies, or submarines. It is a nice irony that the
Russians, the last real imperialists left in the world, are also the least
successful in terms of what it earns them. They consistently live worse
material lives than do the various people they control — and they know it.
Indeed, recent reports would suggest that the gap between the Soviet
economy and that of even the eastern satellites is widening. Above all, in
terms of material well being, the Russians know they have not — and sense
by Kodjopa Attoh, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Geology
It is a difficult time to write about peace. The rhetoric of negative
sentiments about the adversary is at a maximum and the world seems to
be drifting inexorably towards a military confrontation. Mankind is deeply
divided on actions that would promote peace. World leaders cannot
convince us that their proposed actions will lead us on the road to peace.
At such times, one might resort to whimsical actions to express one's
feelings. The graffiti smoewhere on campus may illustrate the state of
concern. The graffiti requested its readers to check one of the two boxes:
"Should the U.S. build its defenses or not?" At last count, there were
more checks in the column not to build. Boldly scrawled above the boxes
was, "Kill Russia," and below that, in smaller print, "I will rather be red
than dead." I believe that this unconventional literature is an indication of
the awareness of the worsening global security situation.
I shall base my own comments on one simple conviction: that mankind
would like to survive, and to do so by averting a military confrontation.
This presumption of a universal human imperative to survive implies
certain obligations. One of them is that all of mankind must work for
peace so that the question of peace or war is not left to negotiations
between major powers or leaders of the superpowers. The discussions
must involve all nations and should deal with the root causes of insecuri-
ty; because, as is now widely realized, situations which lead to armed
confrontation in distant parts of the world do affect the security of all of
us. In' this global concept of security, the armaments race or even the
proliferation of nuclear weapons is only part of the cause of tension.
It is significant that during the past 10 years, all the major conflicts
involving, conventional arms occurred in the less developed countries
(LDCs), also referred to as the Third World. In Africa, there were at least
six wars between and within nations during the past decade. Of these,
three are still being waged. Many of these conflicts directly or indirectly
involved the superpowers. The Angola war directly involved the East, in
the presence of Cuban troops, and the West, in their support of rebel
forces and South Africa. In the Morocco-Sahara conflict, the West backs
Morocco and the Saharan fighters are indirectly backed by the East. But
the danger created by East/West involvement, and even the chaos and
suffering resulting from current conflicts may be trivial compared with the
potential for armed conflict in South Africa. In South Africa, economic
disparity is legalized and injustice institutionalized. While the South
African problem is acknowledged by the world as a security problem
resulting from injustice, it is less obvious that the current economic
disparity between nations — whereby a majority of the world's population
is excluded from the benefits of human and material resources and hence
decent life— poses an even more serious global problem. Many African
leaders contend that the situation in South Africa is a microcosm of the
North-South conflict and that the terror generated by the helplessness that
injustice brings is the most serious security threat for mankind.
To understand the contemporary unstable situation in the Third World,
one must know the historical origins of the relationship between the
South and the North. I shall use the DCs in Africa as the example.
Almost all the new African states were colonies of metropolitan nations in
Europe until the second half of the century. Following World War II, over
50 new states emerged in Africa alone. But the euphoria of independence
and the attendant hope for a new, balanced power structure of the world
was short lived. First, despite their legal status, the new states discovered
that they were powerless when it came to crucial international problems,
including those that affected them directly. For example, it is noteworthy
that no African country except South Africa is directly involved in the
negotiations for the independence of Namibia. The second discovery
that the new political independence of these African countries did noi
was
lessen their economic dependence on the metropolitan countries in the
adv;North. That this dependence works to the dis dvantage of the LDCs is
more than a moral or economic question for the world community; it is
an issue that must be addressed in a global context, keeping in mind that
it is the nature of the relationship that is responsible for perpetuating the
disparity and the consequent security problems which can escalate to
involve the East and West as well.
Thus emerges a new concept of security which involves the whole world
and addresses a fundamental human need: to hope for a better future.
Recent U.N. reports indicate that the disparity between the North and
South is widening. It is often suggested that the promotion of North-
South trade agreements will reduce the gap, but the balance of trade is so
much in favour of the North, so much so that the purchasing power of
most non-OPEC LDCs in Africa has declined by 40 to 60 percent in the
past five years. This is the origin of the much publicized debt problem,
and the current efforts by the financial institutions in the North to
reschedule these debts. But is is not sufficient to simply reschedule the
debts of individual countries. Rather, a comijiitment for mankind's sur-
vival must include better conditions of trade, with the possibility of
reducing the advantage of the North. Because armaments alone can only
provide limited security for any part of the world, a reduction in military
expenditures would be an obvious source of capital to be used to reduce
the debt burden and thus provide hope for the future.
Considering the irreconcilable ideological difference between nations, it
is remarkable that the U.N. remains a viable forum for world dialogue on
peace. It is the view of many LDCs that this institution should be
strengthened in order to play, a more meaningful role in world security
problems. Discussion should be initiated to draw attention to the vicious-
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by Earl R. Curry, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
"Cathleen ni Houlihan" is an affectionate eponym the Irish use for
their homeland. It is also the title of W. B. Yeats' revolutionary play
about a wandering old woman who answers inquiries with songs and
spurns offers of food, drink and money with the remark, "If anyone
would give me help he must give me himself, he must give me all."
Everyone is bewildered by her mystifying songs but the young Michael
who gives up his bride-to-be and his prospects, his "all, to follow her
and help her to remove the strangers from her land. She is, of course,
Ireland whose songs are an irresistible siren to her bold sons. If we lend
the power of Yeats' metaphor to the Irish proverb, "Cathleen ni Houlihan,
your road's a thorny way," and apply it as the Irish regularly do with all
its tragic pregnancy to the present conditions in Northern Ireland, we may
improve in a profound way our understanding of the Irish Republican
Army and the violence associated with it.
The IRA and its activities are anathema to Americans, whose conven-
tional prejudices are reflected in their newspapers and diplomatic pouches.
This is not to say that the press and public are unfair in their reactions to
the bombings and assassinations perpetrated by the IRA. The violence
does occur, after all, and the press cannot be accused of unfairness because
it calls attention to it. The unfairness occurs when reporting of "the facts"
is colored by uncomprehending condemnations by American society s
respectables as they view the situation from the comforting perspective of
The pacffistic inclinations of the American public that condemn the IRA
are admirable. While we are at it, we may as well also wish that the world
was such a better place that violent means to problem solving would not
be attractive in Northern Ireland — or in El Salvador, Cambodia or the
Middle East for that matter. Alas, love of peace and wishful thinking are
not very helpful in understanding the forces that have given new life to
the IRA and renewed confidence in violent means to achieve its ends.
From the point of view of IRA soldiers, there is justice in their cause and
the hope of victory in their means. The outraged sensibilities of the world
beyond Derry and Belfast will not dissuade them. Successful redress of the
social, economic and political ills that have spawned them just might.
The Provisional IRA is an offshoot of the original Irish Republican
Army that had its origins in the final struggle for independence beginning
in 1916. The Provisional IRA has been in existence only since 1969. It is
the Provisional IRA that is responsible for most of the bombings and
killings from the Catholic side since then. IRA members are recruited
from all of the six counties of Northern Ireland but most come from the
Falls Road Catholic ghetto in Belfast where unemployment among Catho-
lic males runs as high as forty percent. Unemployment is a problem for
Protestants, too. It is much higher among Catholics, however, because ot
plainly discriminating employment practices.
Another grievance that breeds IRA soldiers and popular support tor
their activities is political discrimination. Since the separation of the six
counties now comprising Northern Ireland in 1921, voting districts have
been systematically gerrymandered by the Protestant majority in order to
preserve their political ascendancy. , , . .
Housing discrimination is yet another grievance that lends justification
to IRA violence. It was a housing issue that precipitated the Civil rights
marches of 1969 that, in their turn, initiated the current phase of a
struggle that reaches back through eight centuries of Irish history. It is
not reasonable to expect the weapon of force to be surrendered when it is
the only one available with which to try to effect change. '
Peaceful means were employed beginning in 1969. The Civil Rights
• • f . nrnt-psts to the EOVer1 in 1966 to channel Catholic protests to gov n-
< to the streets of Dungannon, Derry and Belfast in
Association, founded
ment in Belfast, took lu w.c . ---- ; . ,
1969 to protest the discriminatory practices in housing and jobs. Ihese
were peaceful, organized and officially sanctioned demonstrations. Ihe
marchers were violently assaulted by Protestant gangs inspired by the
demagogic fulminations of Ian Paisley and other fear mongers. There was
no armed and active IRA at this time. The Royal Ulster Constabu ary was
responsible for protecting the marchers and for preserving order. Instead,
they stood aside to enjoy the spectacle. This incident plus subsequent
assaults on Catholic neighborhoods by armed, private Protestant paramili-
tary organizations such as the Ulster Volunteer Force, the Ulster Defence
Association and Paisley's Ulster Protestant Volunteers caused even mod-
erate Catholic elements to call for the reactivation of the IRA for purposes
of self-defense. They were getting no protection from the authont.es
As it became clear that the Ulster government was unwilling or unable
to suppress the private Protestant armies, the IRA grew in strength and
addeJits measure to the level of violence. With the situation out pf hand,
the British sent in the army in August 1969. At first the Cathol cs
welcomed the British as saviors. But this attitude changed when the
WC1LU1UCU I*. ______ , • • riohfq demonstrators in
She arrest and imprisonment of suspects without benefit of a t™1.
Internment was vigorously employed against suspected IRA members but
only halfheartedly when at all against private Protestant army personnel
The IRA is not always loved by Catholics even in Northern Ire and. In
the Republic to the south, its actions are often greeted with disgust
tempered by ambivalence. Most Irish people share with the rest of us an
a'eSon to violence. But as those who live in a world removed rom the
struggle persist in their comforting illusions about the easy av^iUty of
reasonable solutions, let them remember with W. H. Auden. Those who
by Michael B. Petrovich, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
Yugoslavia's attitude toward peace is shaped by three interrelated
factors: the precarious geopolitical position of the country, its turbulent
recent history, and the vision of the world politics on the part of its
leaders.
The territory which is Yugoslavia today has been for centunes a
crossroad of the main routes connecting West Europe with the East.
Because of its geopolitical position in southeast Europe, the territory has
been ravaged by the invading armies of the Ottomans, Habsburgs,
Magyars, Bulgarians, Italians, and Germans. The historical memory of the
Yugoslav peoples has therefore been profoundly affected by war, invasion,
and destruction and the lessons of the twentieth century are that national
independence and peace must rest on and be guarded by military force.
As socialist Yugoslavia was coming into being at the end of the Second
World War as a mosaic composed of ethnically different peoples, the
Yugoslavs immediately found their independence in jeopardy once again.
The conclusion of the war left the Soviets with almost undisputed
hegemony in the region. And it seemed a foregone conclusion that like
most East European nations, it was doomed to become an obedient Soviet
satellite.
At first, the Yugoslav communist leadership followed closely the toreign
and domestic policy concepts of the Soviet Union. At this time, the
Yugoslav concept of peace was based not on cooperation but confrontation
between East and West. Yugoslav behavior in the international affairs was
bellicose and this was illustrated by shooting down two unarmed American
planes over the Yugoslav territory, and giving aid to the Communist
guerrilla in Greece. The Yugoslav leadership went even so far as to
threaten a war over its territorial demands against Italy. The 33 divisions
of the Yugoslav People's Army constituted the southern flank of what
Winston Churchill called "the iron curtain from the Adriatic to Stetin in
Poland."
Even so, the Yugoslavs had minds of their own. They did not heed
Soviet advice during the war, Tito resented Stalin's deal with the West on
Yugoslavia at Yalta, and the Yugoslavs were incensed over the blatant
Soviet economic exploitation of their country. When Joseph Stalin insisted
on installing KGB personnel in Yugoslavia, Tito refused. To the Soviets
this was intolerable. The leadership of the Yugoslav Communist Party was
accused of insubordination to Moscow and summarily expelled in June,
1948, from the Cominform, the international communist organization
The United States has often been accused of diplomatic ineptitude, of
being the proverbial bull in the international china shop. But in this
instance, at least, the Department of State acted in a timely and adroit
manner. It provided Yugoslavia with military and economic help aimed at
nurturing the seeds of ideological independence. At the same time it did
this with sufficient care and subtlety to avoid a Soviet military move
against Yugoslavia. , . _
Slowly at first, the Yugoslavs began to pull out of Moscow s orbit, by
1951, they were sure enough of their independence to begin to chart a
"Yugoslav way" in their party doctrines, and domestic and foreign policy.
By 1955, they discovered the "third world" of the nonaligned nations.
Soon the Yugoslavs made themselves a leading force among such states by
proclaiming the new cult of neutralism and solidarity with under-devel-
oped nations. , ,
The new Yugoslav policy rested on the twin pillars ot independence in
the conflict between East and West, and active opposition to all alliances
and blocs that arose out of this conflict. To the Yugoslavs, peace is more
than a mere absence of war. It is a commitment to negotiate any and
every international conflict which might lead to a war.
In 1961 Belgrade was the host of the first summit of nonaligned
nations. The movement grew from 24 to over 90 countries today. There is
no accepted nonaligned ideology other than the principle of national sell-
determination and independence and the absence of military alliances.
Anti-colonialism is a common ingredient as well as the general assumption
that the nonaligned, because of their absention from the cold war, could
see world problems more objectively than the committed and thus make a
' positive contribution to the cause of peace. . .
While Tito was alive, Yugoslavia took satisfaction in its role as a leader
of the nonaligned movement representing half the population of the
world; The part played by President Tito, whether as mediator or
advocate, has been out of all proportion to the size and resources ot his
C° After all is said and done, it must be recognized that the Yugoslav
leadership is committed to socialism by virtue of Marxist ideology.
Yugoslav leadership insists that socialism cannot be forcefully imnosed by
socialists on non-socialist states any more than a certain brand of socialism
can be imposed by one socialist state on another. According to the
Yugoslavs, socialism will make its way in all countries in the world in
accordance with the specific conditions and national character in each case.
Meanwhile, no country can build socialism when engulfed in war or torn
by a cold war conflict between socialist and capitalist states.
In the final analysis, however, Yugoslavia's role in the nonaligned
movement is a direct consequence of its situation vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union. Yugoslavia's voluble opposition to colonialism is rooted in more
than concern for emerging nations. The Yugoslavs cannot hut help to see
themselves as potential colonial people in their relation with the Soviet
Union. As well, the friendship of the Third World nations for Yugoslavia
provides that South Slavic nation with a large measure of secunty from
Russia In a present world in which the Soviets are concerned with the
opinion of the Third World, it would not do to take too harsh a line
r tr . j-t ----  nf nations that are poor and




The first thing that you realize about the
Rev. Arie Brouwer '56 is that he will never
be overlooked. There's his height, to be sure,
which puts him nearly a foot above most any
crowd. But partly because he's lean and
mostly because his mannerisms are unders-
tated, he does not have that intimidating,
ever-present presence that others of his
height frequently impose.
Instead, Brouwer's aura stems from abun-
dant evidences that he is a person in whom
intellect is never free-floating but always
clamped to conviction. His mental quickness
is constantly fueled by reading and rereading
and remembering, and the result is that Arie
Brouwer conveys a sense of drive and calling
that sets him apart, frequently in rather dra-
matic ways.
That is as apparent as anywhere in his role
as the highest executive of the Reformed
Church in America. 'Named to the General
Secretary post in 1977, Brouwer has infre-
quently treaded lightly as a leader. He's been
intense, direct, bold, some say even rash. Not
everyone agrees with him, but he's generally
respected. One thing is sure: throughout the
many parishes of the denomination, he is
more than simply a name on the door of the
central offices in New York City.
Brouwer firmly believes that a "Here I
Stand" approach is a basic first step toward
the solution of problems, so much so that
early in his tenure he worked to reformulate
the operating traditions of the denomination's
decision-making body, the General Synod,
which meets annually.
"General Synod needed to operate more
deliberately so that people could really thrash
out the issues together, engage one another,
confront one another if necessary," he
explains.
There have been plenty of sputtering issues
since Brouwer took office, among them the
ordination of women controversy that was
finally resolved at the Synod of 1979. After
the tranquility of his first Synod as General
Secretary in 1978 when the denomination was
focused on nothing more controversial than
its 350th birthday party, Brouwer admits that
the following year "there was just a little
more deliberation than I'd expected.
"But I think that for the most part people
came away from that Synod saying. We went
at some really tough issues and we did it
together and we settled them. Not everyone
felt that, of course, but most people did."
In addition to administering the internal
work of the denomination, Brouwer also rep-
resents the Reformed Church in ecumenical
relationships. Here too he has carved out a
posture of leadership, particularly within the
National Council of Churches and the World
Council of Churches and Bread for the World,
a Christian citizens group. Frequently, these
involvements have resulted in lending his
voice to debatable, politically weighted issues
such as U.S. policies in El Salvador and the
Reagan administration's stance on national
defense. He shares his viewpoints and ac-
tivities with the denomination through a col-
umn in The Church Herald ("On the
Horizon") or through the magazine's regular
news reporting channels.
"I want the Reformed Church in America
to know what I'm doing," he explains. "I
think that there isn't very much value in my
being involved in all these things if the
church that I represent is not aware of them
or is not having the issue rafsed before them
because of my involvement. That makes for
some difficult discussions sometimes, but I
think that it's the only way it can be done
with integrity. . . .
"You see, if I weren't involved in issues of
the witness of the church — whether that's in
witness for a new missionary enterprise or
whether that's a witness having to do with
hunger or peace or justice or international
relations — then I think that as General Secre-
tary I would be no more than a technician.
My job description indicates that the General
Secretary is supposed to perceive and articu-
late dreams and visions for the Reformed
Church in America. That can't be done apart
from involvement with the world."
In recent years Brouwer's involvement with
the world has extended to the people of the
Soviet Union, and that in turn has prompted
a deep concern for the ramifications of the
nuclear arms race. He first met with Soviet
Christians in 1979 at a central committee
meeting of the World Council of Churches.
Soviet church leaders approached American
church leaders for a discussion of SALT II and
three months later a meeting occurred.
"I was deeply moved by the fact that even
with the language barriers, the cultural bar-
riers, the ecclesiastical barriers and a dozen
other barriers, despite all of those within the
course of just three days of meetings what
really mattered was our common commitment
to Christ. In three days, all those other things
had disappeared."
The Rev. Arie Brouwer participated in a march in Washington, D.C., on Good Friday, 1982,
sponsored by Church Leaders Concerned about Human Rights in El Salvador. "It's incumbent
Out of those meetings emerged a special
National Council of Churches Committee on
Relationships with USSR Churches, which
Brouwer was asked to lead. He has made two
trips to the Soviet Union, one lasting three
weeks. He returned with two powerful im-
pressions: first, that Communism is in reality
a very thin veneer which has been applied to
Soviet life (he says only one out of every 10
people belong to the party and many of these
do not subscribe to the ideology but join only
to ^ advance in society), and, second, that the
Soviet people are deeply committed to peace.
"I know that the Soviet Union uses that
general longing for peace to manipulate the
Soviet people, just as our government uses
our anxiety about the Soviet Union to manip-
ulate us. But I think that what Alexander
Haig and the Reagan administration in gener-
al has done — and what George Shultz has
gone a long way to correct — is to cause a very
serious setback in U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations.
The Soviet people were discouraged when
Jimmy Carter was president; they are utterly
discouraged now — because the way Reagan
speaks about the Soviet leaders and the Soviet
people is insulting. They have to maintain
their position in the world, just as we do. So
it simply sets up confrontation. . . .
"I've been asked to speak about my trips to
the Soviet Union again and again and again.
The interest in the subject is amazing to
me — and leads me to remember what Dwight
Eisenhower once said: that the peoples of the
world want peace so much that one day
maybe the governments are going to have to .
get out of the way and let them have it."
Brouwer stresses that for him political ac-
tion must be rooted in spiritual attentiveness.
Because of this, his ecumenical activities have
kept him in intimacy with his own
denomination.
"One of the things that is very interesting
to me is that the people with whom I feel the
most solidarity . . . , the people with whom I
feel the closest kinship as we work together
on issues are those people who are also deeply
involved in the liturgies of their churches.
The reason I affiliated myself with Bread for
the World is precisely related to that — it was
a group organized not just to do social action
but to pray, to break bread, and where possi-
ble to worship together. That's always part of
our meetings. Otherwise, you bum out, you
lose your perspective, you can't keep hope
alive."
Brouwer's own deep affection for the litur-
gies of his church are very apparent. The son
of a Dutch immigrant, he learned Psalter
hymns at his mother's knee while growing up
in Minnesota. Hp kept close to his heritage
throughout his education, studying at North-
western College and two years later moving
on to Hope. Then it was study at another
Reformed Church institution. Western The-
ological Seminary, where he graduated in
1959. His first call was to the Reformed
Church of Corinth near Byron Center, Mich.
Later he was called to an urban congregation
in Passaic, N.J., where, because of a great
diversity of membership, Brouwer has said he
was awakened to "a new sense of religion
crossing cultural lines."
His administrative gifts were recognized
early and he began to serve on various de-
nominational boards and commissions. He
achieved prominence as the first chairperson
of the newly created Board of Theological
Education by setting into motion the con-
vergence of the programs of the denomina-
tion's two seminaries. Western and New
Brunswick, under one council. During this
period he was also vice-president of the Board
of World Missions, a member of the The-
ological Commission and a delegate to the
National Council of Churches General Assem-
bly and Division of Overseas Ministries.
In 1968 he was named to a major de-
Quite simply, he says, the RCA denomina-
tion "means all the world to me." That
affection is evident in large ways — in 1977 he
published a book about its history — and small
ways — he never, at least in interview, refers
to the denomination as "the RCA" or even
"the Reformed Church"; it's always denoted
with a regard that loves to linger, by. its full
name. His keen awareness of the denomina-
tion's past has given rise to a progressive
vision of growth for her future, expressed
through the ambitious Reformed Church
Growth program which has operated for the
past five years — and was the first program
fund in the history of the denomination to
meet its goal.
The Reformed Church in America, Brouwer
maintains, must invest its heritage into the
American culture so that its particular
strengths can be used to enrich the Church
and society. A congregation is developed, he
says, by the interplay between the particular
culture of its community and the particular
tradition that the church brings.
"If the congregation allows the community
to shape it too much, then it's no longer
Christian. But if the Church doesn't relate to
the community, it may be Christian but
there's no community there so nobody cares,
nobody bothers. The balance between those
two elements is very, very important. The
congregations that forget their heritage, I
think, make a serious mistake because they
become just like everyone else and have no
peculiar, particular insights to present."
It's his intense sense of theological roots
which, Brouwer maintains, saves him from
the "feverish busyness" of the activist and
keeps him direaed as "a conservative trying
to hang on to the enduring values of the
tradition in which I was nurtured."
He fiqds himself frequently looking back to
his days at Hope where he finds an admin-
istrative model in Irwin J. Lubbers, then
president of the College.
"Lubbers had a remarkable ability to relate
to the different constituencies of the Col-
lege — the students, the faculty, the'board, the
community. He was able to keep all those
relationships alive, while at the same time
leading and developing the institution — in
ways that were upsetting to some of those
constituencies. He was a very savvy admin-
istrator and leader and my appreciations of
him as such have grown from my own ad-
ministrative experience."
Like Lubbers, Brouwer has learned that
linking people to dreams and visions is what
leadership is all about. It's what keeps one
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Book Examines Sculptor
John Dryfhout '64, curator of the Saint-
Gaudens National Historic Site in Cornish,
N.H., has published the most complete com-
pendium ever attempted of the life and works
of Augustus Saint-Gaudens, leading American
sculpture of the late 1800s.
The Work of Augustus Saint-Gaudens
(University Press of New England) contains
over 500 illustrations and information on all
known works of the artist. The Wall Street
Journal, in its review, stated: "Not a coffee-
table picture book, it is more important than
many such as a work of reference for students
of sculpture, collectors, libraries and art
institutions."
The result of more than 10 years of re-
search, the book fulfills one of what Dryfhout
believes to be the three duties of a curator: to
interpret, to exhibit and to conserve the work
of artists. He says he felt a special impetus to
do the book because "not enough has been
written about American artists."
"I tried to put before the public as com-
plete a collection as possible with as much
factual and illustrative material as 1 could, in
one book."
Curator of the Saint-Gaudens National His-
toric Site since 1966, Dryfhout is considered
the world's leading authority on this artist
who is best known as a public sculptor of
monuments and memorials, including the
Lincoln statue in Chicago's Lincoln Park.
After earning a master's degree from the
University of Michigan, he served an intern-
ship with the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village. He has lectured and writ-
_ iSii
ten extensively on Saint-Gaudens and pub-
lished studies on the history of American
industry, art and architecture. Several years
ago he located one of Saint-Gaudens' missing
works, one of four panels which originally
were in the dining room of Cornelius Vander-
bilt H's New York home, found in a New
York gallery.
Col. William Heydorn, M.D. (second from left), is pictured with village children in North
Yeman, during a recent trip there as part of a medical team teaching trauma life support
techniques to Middle East doctors.
Surgery Chief Shares Expertise
Hope Lays Claim to deKruif
1
Calvin College has its Peter DeVries and
Feike Feikema. But Hope College can lay
claim to Paul de Kruif, according to research
recently conducted by Prof. Cory Pepoy,
teaching associate in English.
Although it's not widely known, de Kruif,
a native of Zeeland, Mich., and author of the
highly successful Microbe Hunters, graduated
from the Hope Prep School in 1908 and then
went on to the University of Michigan where
he failed his freshman composition class, but
later earned a Ph.D. in bacteriology.
Pepoy speculates that de Kruif's Hope con-
nection may have been downplayed because
in the 1920s and 1930s he had a reputation
for less than conventional behavior and was
considered an atheist. Her research has little
dispute with the validity of de Kruif's notori-
. ety — indeed, Pepoy believes if anything he
enjoyed enlarging his status as a local legend.
However, she's quick to add, "Few know that
through much inner turmoil he returned to a
belief in God and a struggling prayer-life."
Pepoy indicates that one function of her
research has been to call attention on Hope's
campus to de Kruif's accomplishments and to
bestow some of the honor that was avoided in
earlier dedades.
For example, Pepoy's research has led her
to believe that de Kruif was co-author of the
novel Arrowsmith, solely attributed to Sin-
clair Lewis. The long-held conviction that de
- Kruif served simply as Lewis' technical as-
sistant came to' be regarded more critically by
scholars, she says, and de Kruif's own account
of the episode indicates that it was indeed a
collaborative effort.
Although de Kruif received little recogni-
tion for his work on Arrowsmith, it was vital
in his development as a writer and it did
provide some income during the period he
^vrote his masterpiece. Microbe Hunters,
Pepoy notes.
A dramatized account of 12 men of science,
Microbe Hunters is widely regarded as a
nonfiction classic. It has sold well in excess of
1 million copies, has been translated into at
least 18 languages and in many places has
been used as a textbook, Pepoy reports.
Another part of the book's significance lies
plexities of scientific achievement to the lay-
man," says Hope's de Kruif researcher.
In the final analysis, Pepoy notes, de Kruif
was "a very human pioneer" who more than
deserves recognition as "a kind of alumnus of
Hope."
Colonel William Heydorn '55, chief of the
department of surgery at Letterman Army
Medical Center in San Francisco, was one of a
team of six doctors recently sent to Middle
East hospitals to teach trauma support
techniques.
The trip was sponsored by the Whittaker
Corporation, which operates seven hospitals
in the region. All but one of the doctors were
Army personnel on official leave to participate
in the private venture.
The team presented three-day courses to
doctors of all nationalities at four hospitals in
Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia and North Yemen.
The doctors found standards of practice
varied from North Yemen where there is
mainly general practice to the thriving capital
city of Riyahd where organ transplants and
open heart surgery are standard procedure.
Although the doctors spent over six hours
each day in classes which frequently num-
bered up to 50 students, they managed a few
diversions, such as snorkeling in the Red Sea.
Heydorn describes the educational exchange
as fascinating and resulting in friendships.
He is married to the former Joan Kilian
'55. Before going to San Francisco in 1975,
they lived in Denver.
Outstanding Woman
Howard O. Plaggemars awarded prizes to winners in first Vienna Summer School essay
contest. Pictured from left to right are Margie Deckard, Cynthia Socall and Kelly Gerber.
Vienna Memories Assured
Howard O. Plaggemars '60, an interna-
tional businessman, has recently endowed an
annual essay competition for students en-
rolled in the Vienna Summer School.
Plaggemars, an English and philosophy ma-
jor at Hope who attended the Vienna Sum-
mer School in 1960 and 1961, edited a
summer edition of the anchor in Vienna and
has retained an interest in students writing
creatively about their experience abroad.
At a ceremony in the New International
Education Center, Plaggemars awarded the
first set of prizes to students participating in
the 1982 Vienna Summer School.
First place winner of a $100 check was
Cynthia Socall, a senior and history major,
for a piece entitled "Summer of '82 — Hope
College in Vienna." Second place winners of
iwet^CellvGerbe^
article called "A Few of My Favorite Things,'
and Margie Deckard, a senior and computer
science major, for an essay called "Austrian
Images."
Judges for the contest were at one time all
associated with the Vienna Summer School.
They were Mrs. Wynne Hollenbach, former
librarian, pre- Vienna study tour leader, and
participant in the 25th reunion of the Vienna
Summer School; Audrey Veldman '78, a
writer and artist from Austin, Tex.; and Ste-
phen Paffrath '78, a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Chicago who is a high school English
teacher in Illinois.
In establishing the fund, Plaggemars
stressed the importance of international edu
The Rev. Kathy Jo Blaske '75 of Holland,
Mich, has been named one of five Outstand-
ing Young Women in Michigan by the state-
wide Jaycee Auxiliary. Named the city of
Holland's Outstanding Young Woman, she
was automatically placed in competition with
women across the state for the five top
honors.
Blaske is minister of education at Holland's
Third Reformed Church. She was one of the
first women in the city to be ordained as a
minister in the Reformed Church in America.
She is a graduate of Western Theological
Seminary and accepted a position at Third
Church in 1978, a year before she was
ordained.
In addition to her coordination of her
church's education program, Blaske has orga-
nized a neighborhood ecumenical vacation Bi-
ble school, designed Lenten materials for
home use and assisted in the presentation of an i nueuicuiuiuu mu- - ---- . r , .
cation and the need to analyze and synthesize - children's musical She is active m tile A^en-
one's learning experiences through the medi- can Association of University Women and co-
um of writing. _ author and presentor of a local radio show tor
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class notes
Class notes and other alumni information sections
in News from Hope College are compiled by
Mary Kempker and Marge Graves of the alumni
office. Deadline for receiving items for the next
issue is March 10.
20's
Herman Cobum '23 is still singing in the Univer-
sity of Arizona Community Chorus and his church
choir.
Margaret Trompen '24 Beuker has moved to be
near her daughter in Corvallis, Ore.
Harold '29 and Henriettta Kots '28 Kraai are
retired. They stay active with church activities and
gardening.
Anne Carrigan '29 Taylor is the assistant director
of Longmeadow Council on Aging in Springfield,
Mass.
C. Lester VandePoel '29 started playing tennis
again at age 65. Lester was in two USTA National
Tournaments for 75 Year Olds this year and he
won a silver trophy for consolation play in one.
30's
Robert Danhof '47 was elected by the judges of
the Michigan Court of Appeals to be their chief
judge for another three year term beginning Jan. 1.
Robert was first elected chief judge in April, 1976,
and has been continuously re-elected by his fellow
judges since that time.
Willard Curtis '48, who has served the First
Presbyterian Church in Hastings for more than 22
years, was the grand marshal of the Hastings
(Mich.) Christmas parade.
Raymond Heemstra '48 is teaching physics again
for the Bay City (Mich.) Schools. __
Lois VanWyk '48.Wildman is teaching kinder-
garten in the Rockford (111.) school system.
Kenneth J. Weller '48, president of Central Col-
lege (Iowa), has been elerted Division III vice presi-
dent of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA). Ken has been active in NCAA affairs as a
member of the Council, Division III Steering Com-
mittee and the Long Range Planning Committee.
Robert Wildman '48 is pastor of a rapidly growing
Reformed Church in Rockford, III.
Louis Bixby '49 has taken a leave of absence from
teaching in order to devote himself to writing.
Louis has written seven books and published 20
articles, dealing with virtually every scientific en-
deavor. His latest book is entitled: Mechanics of
Physics: A Rational Approach to Learning Newto-
nian Physics.
Eugene Home '49 has retired from the Broward
County (Fla.) Scliools.
Bemadine Siebers '30 DeValois is chairman of
the medicine and religion committee of the Ottawa
County Medical Society with responsibility for ar-
ranging a spring course at Western Theological
Seminary in Holland, Mich. This course is a medi-
cal ethics class involving doctors of the Society who
present their views of contemporary medical prob-
lems and their ethics which involve both pastors
and doctors in decision making.
Harvey Hoffman '32 has been invited by the
Norwegian American Line to serve as chaplain on
the 91-day world cruise of the Sagafjord (January
to April).
Robert Steward '35 is a volunteer worker at local
soup kitchens, feeding the hungry street people in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
George Douma '36 is the minister of parish life at
the First Presbyterian Church in Grand Haven,
Mich.
Robert Donia '39 retired from The Upjohn Com-
pany. Robert was vice president of the fine chemi-
cal division
Jacob Ponstein '39 retired from his post as Grand
Haven's district court judge on Dec. 31.
Donald Warner '39 retired from Upjohn after 30
years on June 1.
50's
40's
Jay Kapenga '41, a Reformed Church in America
career missionary in the Middle East, has been
honored by Sultan Qaboos bin Said of Oman for
his service to the people of Oman. Jay is probably
the first Christian clergyman to receive the Order
of Oman.
Jennie Spoelstra '41 is a retired nurse/mid-wife.
Jennie does volunteer counselling at the Crisis
Pregnancy Center, a pro-life group in Tucson, Ariz.
T. Phillip Waalkes '41, a professor of oncology at
the Johns Hopkins University Medical School and a
faculty member of the Johns Hopkins Cancer Cen-
ter, has been given a joint appointment in the
Department of Health Services Administration of
the prestigious Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene
and Public Health. In October, Phillip was elected
president of the State of Maryland American Can-
cer Society.
Anna De Young '42 has retired from the mission
field after 37 years. Anna was a nurse in India, °
China, Bahrain and Oman.
Vernon Meerdink '42 invites all "snow birds"
traveling via interstate 24 to stop in for coffee in
Murfreesboro, Term. Vemon preaches in area -
churches as pulpit supply and enjoys lapidary and
"rock-hounding."
Richard VanStrien '42 retired from Amoco Chem-
icals Corporation on On. 1.
Harvey Mulder '43 retired from DuPont Photo
Produns Jan., 1980.
Allan Weenink '43 received the Red Rose Citation
from the Battle Creek (Mich.) Rotary Club for
outstanding community service.
George Lumsden '44 has just published a book.
How to Succeed in Middle Management.
Harvey Hoekstra '45 was honored with a "This is
your Life" event by the First Reformed Church of
Zeeland, Mich. This year Harvey will be traveling
to India, Ethiopia, Sudan, West Cameroon and
Bangladesh for Portable Recordings Ministry's
World Cassette Outreach.
Roger Prince '45 is a registered representative for
First Michigan Corporation and lives in Zeeland,
Mich.
Donald VanFarowe '45 retired on April 1, after
35 years with the State of Michigan Department of
Public Health.
Eleanor Mulder '46 Dudley is a graduate re-
search/teaching assistant in the English department
at Missouri State University. Eleanor is working onwtrrr uuil/uuUi uci
Marylouise Kooyers '50 Adams is retired and
now enjoying a more flexible schedule'.
Harvey Moes '50 is a circuit court judge in Hill-
sdale, Mich.
Ray Rabbe '50 is'a high school English teacher and
the supervisor and harbormaster of the Chesapeake
Bay Maritime Museum in St. Michaels, Md.
Walter Scholten, Jr. '50 is an obstetrician in
Beloit, Wis.
Levi Akker '51 is the pastor of the Calvary Re-
formed Church in Venice, Fla.
Frank Butler '51 is a computer analyst for J & J
Technologies in Orchard Park, N.Y.
Donald Hazekamp '51 was re-elected regional
director for MCTM. Donald is also an associate lay
leader of the First United Methodist Church in Mt.
Pleasant; Mich.
births
Bill '80 and Jeanne Moore '80 Agnew, Joshua Glenn,
July 1, 1981 and Lindsay Faith, Oct. 13, 1982
George '69 and Mary Lynn Koop '69 Arwady, Abigail
Lynn, Oct. 3, 1982, lyluskegon, Mich.
Lee '69 and Jo Berens, Abra Jeanienne, Mar. 17, 1982
Craig '78 and Marybeth Bevan, Beau Branson, Sept.
3, 1982, Bowling Green, Ohio
Steven and Patricia Arnold '78 Borgman, Mark Pa-
trick, Jan. 16, 1982, Holland, Mich.
Donald '74 and Susan Bosch, Stephanie Frances, Mar.
31, 1982, Altadena, Calif. .
Richard '73 and Barbara Kastelin '74 Boss, Katherine
Reriee, June 7, 1982, Newaygo, Mich.
Douglas '70 and Claudia Bratt, Katharine Ruth, Mar.
10, 1982, Vancouver, Wash.
Donald and Nancy Schellenberg '71 Brightman, Emi-
ly Breen, Aug. 9, 1982, Manhasset, N.Y.
Roger and Janet Koop '75 Brondyke, Bradley Aaron,
Mar. 26, 1982, Holland, Mich.
Tom '71 and Debbie Brown, Julia Katherine, Feb. 17,
1982, Martinsville, Va.
Kevin '78 and Jane Buter '80 Clark, Christopher
James, May 5, 1982, Holland, Mich.
David '71 and Kathi Cook, Samuel Jacob, May 15,
1982, Albany, N.Y.
Jeffrey and Joyce Pruiksma '72 Conley, Louis
Marshall, May 28, 1977, adopted Oct. 25, 1982
Brian '80 and Sally Boers '80 Cote, Sarah Elizabeth,
Nov. 20, 1982, Kentwood, Mich.
Loren '71 and Brenda DeHaan, Sarah Lynn, Apr. 25,
1978 and Benjamin James, Nov. 23, 1982
Mark '73 and Roxanne de Roo, Taylor William, Nov.
9, 1982
Jeffrey '79 and Janis Lundeen '80 DeVree, Jennifer
Lynn, Aug. 3, 1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wayne and Marilee Bartels '76 Dolisloger, Megan
Lynn, Oct. 11, 1982, Muskegon, Mich.
David '76 and Kathie Leight '76 Dunning, Joshua
David, July 25, 1982
Herb '73 and Ellen Elenbaas, Heath Allan, Nov. 4,
1982
Peter and Candace Chapman '70 Erickson, Elizabeth
Evans, Oct. 14, 1980 and Hollis Pierce, Aug. 10,
1982, Gloucester, Mass.
Charles '75 and Linda Fisher, Caleb Lee, Dec. 13,
1982, Holland, Mich.
Gerry '76 and Pam Frazier, Shawn William, Dec. 8,
1982, Bensalem, Pa.
Frank and Kitty Thomas '75 Garcia, Kevin Thomas,
Jan. 9, 1980, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Richard and Glenda Peterson '73 Geno, Richard Gre-
gory, Dec. 20, 1979 and Michelle Lynn, Feb. 14,
1981, Westland, Mich.
Thomas '73 and Doris Smith '72 Getty, Elizabeth
Anne, Nov. 22, 1982, Schenectady, N.Y.
Roderick '70 and Mary Grant, Catherine, Dec. 7,
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Vem Schipper '51, alumni director of Hope Col-
lege, is president of the Holland (Mich.) Classis of
the Reformed Church in America.
Robert Stoppels '51 retired from the East Grand
Rapids (Mich.) City Commission in April, 1981.
Robert served a total of 14 years, eight as a
commissioner and six as mayor.
L. James Harvey '52 was elected to the Board of
Trustees of the Moravian Theological Seminary in
Bethlehem, Pa.
Lavina Hoogeveen '52 is a counselor for two
Hanau American Elementary Schools in Germany.
Douglas Leafstrand '52 retired from the Dow
Chemical Company on his 50th birthday.
Carl Schroeder '53 is a pastoral counselor at the
Marriage and Family Center in Holland, Mich.
Paul Van Den Brink '53 is chief of staff at
Bronson Methodist Hospital in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Jack Boerigter '54 is the senior pastor of the First
Reformed Church in Pella, Iowa.
Anila Mann '54 Decker is a paralegal in the law
department of Southern California Edison in Rose-
mead, Calif.
John Witte '54 is director of the State of Florida's
disease control program in the Depanment of
Health and Rehabilitative Services. John had pre-
viously retired from the Public Health Service fol-
lowing 20 years at The Centers for Disease Control.
While at the CDC, John served for seven years as
the director of the immunization division and as the
medical director for the Center for Health Promo-
tion and Education.
Marjorie Bruns '55 Schilling is the director of
nursing at Winslow Convalescent Center in
Bainbridge Island, Wash. Marjorie Spent 1980-81
w, in Guam as assistant professor at the University of
Guam Nursing School, teaching multi-cultural
students.
Donald Charpentier '56 is professor of psychol-
ogy at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls.
Donald hosted the International Society for the
History of the Social and Behavioral Sciences meet-
ings in 1980.
Carlton Failor '56 is president of the Lincoln
National Sales Corporation of Central Michigan.
Thomas DePree '57 is chairperson of the Ottawa
County (Mich.) Republican Party Executive
Committee.
John de Witt '57 is the pastor at Second Pres-
byterian Church in Memphis, Tenn.
Arthur Martin '57 is the pastor of Puna United
Church of Christ in Keaau, Hawaii, and also the
social studies chairman at Ka'u High School in
Pahala.
Rosemarie Kish '58 Evenhuis is the director of
development and corporate relations at the Re-
habilitation Institute in Detroit, Mich.
William Waggoner '58 is the vice president of
research and development for the Thompson Medi-
cal Company, Inc., in New Jersey. William is
responsible for coordinating the company's research
programs and helping in the area of new product
development.
Richard Wyma '58, associate professor of chem-
istry at Indiana-Purdue University at Indianapolis,
was eleaed chairman of the Indiana section of the
Society for Applied Spertroscopy for 1983. Richard
has the responsibility for planning professional
meetings and administering the affairs of the soci-
ety in the Indiana section.
Stanley Lin '59 is the librarian at Edinboro (Pa.)
State College.
Donald Lohman '59 has retired from the pastorate
of the Bethany Reformed Church in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Donald now lives in Freeport, 111.
Bertil Swanson '59, director of development at
Minnehaha Academy in Minneapolis, is a trustee-
at-large of the Minnesota Independent School Fund,
Inc., a 25-member consortium of non-public sec-
ondary schools seeking corporate and foundation
support. He is a member of the Board of the
Minnesota Chapter of the National Society of Fund
Raising Executives and chairman of the certification
committee. Last summer Bertil received accredita-
tion as a certified fund raising executive.
Terri Zylman '59 is a publications consultant for
Josten's Inc., and an active musician appearing with
numerous big bands and shows.
60's
Robert Bronk '60 is a counselor at the Louis M.
Klein Middle School in Harrison, N.Y. and also a
member of the Harrison Youth Council.
Carl Dejong '60 is the president of East Sioux
Classis of the Reformed Church in Iowa.
Jim Kaat '60 presented his championship St. Louis
Cardinal's uniform to the Zeeland (Mich.) Histor-
ical Museum.
George Boerigter '61 is vice president of market-
ing and business development at Structural Con-
cepts Corporation based in Spring Lake, Mich.
18, 1982
Norman '74 and Gracia Hamm, William John, Aug.
28, 1982, Cobleskill, N.Y.
Jack '72 and Janice Slot '73 Hankamp, Joshua David,
Nov. 5, 1982, Marne, Mich.
David and Sandy Wade '77 Henion, Joshua David,
Aug. 17, 1982, Fort Lee, N.J.
d’aul '72 and Michelle Heusinkveld, Kristin Elinor,
Nov. 16, 1982, London, England
Theodore and Marion Greiner '67 Hochuli, Heather
Rose, Dec. 4, 1981, Nashua, N.H.
John '74 and Sally Hoftiezer, Peter Kenneth, April,
1982
Don and Brenda Bearman '76 Holcroft, Bethany
Anne, Jan. 18, 1981 and Paul Alexander, Oct. 26,
1982, Niles, Mich.
David '74 and Norah Dee '77 Jensen, Elsa Beatrice,
Aug. 8, 1982, Chelsea, Vt.
Robert '74 and Monica Jones, Susan Mary, Aug. 8,
1982, Elon College, N.C.
Werner '74 and Barbara Watt '74 Jorck, Katherine
Watt, Mar. 25, 1982
Thomas '74 and Jane Johnson '73 Kapral, Andrew
Joseph, Sept. 30, 1982, Beaufort, S.C.
John '75 and Susan Klopsterboer, Michael Jon, Sept.
28, 1982, Sheboygan, Wis.
Kenneth '75 and Mrs. Kooistra, Nathan Robert, Mar.
23, 1982, Royal Oak, Mich.
Brian '71 and Cathy Walchenbach '74 Koop, Jonathan
William, Apr. 28, 1982, Holland, Mich.
Kevin '78 and Barbara Farnham '78 Kort, Danielle
Christine Farnham Kort, Sept. 5, 1982
Charles and Cheryl DeMaagd '79 Kuperus, Amy Jo,
Oct. 26, 1982, Sussex, N.J.
Ron '74 and Susan'Dzurina ’76 Leigh, Joshua Robert,
Sept. 1, 1981
Jim '67 and Diane Lohman, adopted Katrina Marie,
May 19, 1982, Freeport, 111.
Roger '76 and Dorothy Williams '75 Maitland, Rust-
in Erik, June 10, 1982, Iselin, N.J.
Michael '76 and Karen Bergen '76 Major, Christopher
John, Aug. 14, 1981, Hart, Mich.
Bruce '75 and Lisa Pifer '76 Martin, Laraine Eliz-
abeth, Grand Haven, Mich.
Richard and Jane VanZoeren '72 Michmerhuizen,
Thomas Jon, Oct. 1, 1982
Stephen '74 and Jean Boven '75 Norden, William
Boven, Mar. 6, 1982, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mark and Lynnette Jones '71 Onken, Benjamin
David, July 23, 1982, St. Joseph, Mich.
Dan '79 and Donna Elferink '77 Oster, Seffren James,
Oct. 17, 1982, Holland, Mich.
William '74 and Barbara Pekich, Robert Christian,
May 7, 1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thomas '75 and Mrs. Petredean, Barbara Ellen, Dec.
23, 1981
iMHfeilWH
Paul '78 and Patricia Dryhout '81 Pratt, Phillip Allen,
Dec. 10, 1981, Spring Lake, Mich.
Michael '75 and Nancy Ruch, Travis Richard, Sept. 3,
1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Michael and Jennifer Lyons '82 Rydecki, Elliott
Michael, July 29, 1982, Holland, Mich.
Kenneth '75 and Debra VanSweden '77 Schmidt, Lisa
Jeanette, Nov. 3, 1982, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Myron '74 and Pearl Stark '74 Schmidt, Meredith
Brooke, Aug. 30, 1980 and Emily Lane and Gretchen
Kea, Oct. 15, 1982
Denis and Linda VandenBerg '76 Schrier, Adam
James, Apr. 29, 1982, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Edward '63 and Carol Turkstra '64 Seely, Jonathan
Edward, July 22, 1982
Peter '73 and Rebecca Jacobs '74 Semeyn, Jesse Paul,
Nov. 18, 1982, Downers Grove, 111.
Mark '79 and Linda Seyfred, Jonathon Allan, Nov. 9,
1982, Lansing, Mich.
E. Jon '76 and Gail DeWitt '78 Soderstrom, Rachelle
Louise, July 16, 1982, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
David and Carolyn Gaugler '69 Spadafora, Andrew
Jeffrey, Jan. 1, 1982, New Haven, Conn.
Daniel and Claudia Tebben '73 Sterne, Nicholas
Daniel, Sept. 9, 1982, Columbia, Md.
Russell and Lois ten Hoor '70 Sterenberg, Amy Mar-
ie, May 13, 1982
Lewis ’77 and Cindy Bgre '77 TenHaven, Ryan Scott,
Oct. 4, 1982, Katy, Texas
Richard '77 and Myra Koops '77 Thayer, Dawn Mar-
ie, born Mar. 25, 1977, adopted Oct. 17, 1981,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Raymond '79 and Carolyn VandeGiessen, Saran
Lynn, June 12, 1982
Wayne '71 and Anne Walvoord '73 VanderByl,
Adrian Wayne, Nov. 11, 1982, Williamson, N.Y.
Rick '73 and Debbi Doom '75 VanderLind, Katherine
Myrissa, June 12, 1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. and Joyce VanHouzen-Stacy '71, Joslyn Anne
VanHouzen-Stacy, Nov. 8, 1982
Keith '73 and Barbara Walvoord '70 Van Tubergen,
Michael Todd, Mar. 19, 1975, Elizabeth Anne, Mar.
9, 1980 and Christopher Douglas, Mar. 24, 1982
David and Rachel Huttar '78 Vos, Rebecca Anne, Oct.
2, 1982, Pratts ville, N.Y.
Gary '78 and Twylia Taylor ’80 Voshol, Danielle
Leigh, Sept. 11, 1982, Royal Oak, Mich.
Jeff and Sally Korstange '71 Voss, Emily Dejong,
Dec. 3, 1982, San Angelo, Texas
Paul '64 and Cynthia Hill '64 Wackerbarth, James
Paul, Dec. 20, 1982, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Randy '78 and Sally Weener, Amanda Joy, Sept. 12.
1982, Grandville, Mich.
Tom '70 and Mia Welscott, Paul Thomas. Nov. 20,
1982, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada
Kim '76 and Sherry Lewis '76 Zvls












James Rozeboom '61 is the executive director of
Laurel Pines Camp and Conference Grounds in
Redlands, Calif.
William Vermeulen '61 is on sabbatical in Edin-
burgh, Scotland, doing research on the structure of
the chromosome of the bacterium E. coli.
Edward Small '62 is chairman of the film studies
program at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
Edward completed "CRT Barns," a computer-as-
sisted animation film, during his 1982 sabbatical
leave at the University of Texas, Austin.
John Teusink '62 was re-elected to his third term
as mayor of Cedar Springs, Mich.
Beverly Bosch '63 Accardo is chairperson of the
guidance department at E. A. Johnson High School
in Mt. Morris, Mich.
Linda Hepburn '63 Buckner is a learning dis-
abilities specialist with Hillsboro (Ore.) Elementary
Schools. Linda is a Chapter I coordinator, has a
federal training grant and is now a P/T instructor at
Concordia College in Portland, Ore.
James Cotts '63 is a visiting lecturer in statistics in
the department of math and computer science at
Queensland Institute of Technology, Brisbane, Aus-
tralia, for the calendar year 1983.
Martha Faulk '63 Huyler is a data processing
software consultant in Morristown, N.J.
Earl Nettles '63 retired as operations systems re-
search analyst from an army testing facility in ^
West Fort Hood, Texas. Earl was a lieutenant
colonel.
Ralph Herron '63 is manager of the coated abra-
sives product engineering department for Norton
Company in Ballston Lake, N.Y.
Ted DeLong '65 was recently named Salesman of
the Year by the Holland (Mich.) Board of Realtors.
Ted is employed by Timberbrook Realty.
Linda Walvoord '64 Girard has written a book
entitled You Were Born on Your Very First Birth-
day, published by Albert Whitman & Company.
Richard Huyler '64 is the director of physical
distribution for the Mennen Company in Morris-
town, N.J.
Nancy Schadewald '64 Kain is teaching social
studies at Montville (N.J.) High School, and is
active with Community Youth Resources Commit-
tee and the Juvenile Conference Committee.
Douglas McCullough '64 is the head of the
department of drama at the University of Calgary
(Canada).
Nancy Nieboer '64 is an adjunct research pro-
fessor of psychology at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, Calif.
Glenn Pietenpol '64 is on the board of directors of
Chemical Bank AuGres and vice president and trust
officer of Chemical Bank and Trust Company in
Midland, Mich.
Patricia Sayler '64 continues to escort for the U.S.
Department of State, International Visitors Pro-
gram. Patricia is also an assistant director of Forest
Brook Equestrian Center in Mt. Bethel, Pa.
William Cathcart '65 is manager of station opera-
tions at KAAL-TV, an ABC affiliate located' in
Austin, Minn. Bill had most recently served as an
account executive at the station.
marriages
Miquel Arzamendi '80 and Karen Kay O'Reilly, Nov.
27, 1982, Wichita, Kan.
Osamu Ashimura and Sohnie Luckhardt '73, Nov. 8,
1982, Honolulu, Hawaii
William Beiswenger and Wanda Goetz '74, Aug. 21,
1982, Jackson, Mich.
Stephen Best and Elizabeth Ann Randall '73, Sept. 5,
1982, Erie, Pa.
Randall Bohl and Kathy Timmerman '83, June 12,
1982, Hudsonville, Mich.
Daniel Hunt Braine and N. Harper Emerson '69,
Nov. 20, 1982, Madison, Conn.
Mark Bush and Miriam Dawn Baar '77, Nov. 20,
1982, Holland, Mich.
Joseph Butrymowicz and Joanna D. Gierveld '75,
Nov. 20. 1982, Flanders, N.J.
Terry Christian and Michelle (Carol S.) Leimbach
71, Sept. 1980
Michael Danielson and Mary Flanagan '79, June 5,
1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jack Dekker '78 and Cynthia Vigil, May 29, 1982,
Santa Maria, Calif.
John DeVries and Ramelle Decker '77, Mar. 13, 1982,
San Dimas, Calif.
John DeVries '81 and Karen Weist '82, Nov. 27,
1982, New York, N.Y.
John Doody and Lynne Spencer '79, Aug. 21, 1982,
Seattle, Wash.
Jim Forest and Nancy Flier '71 Kennedy, Nov. 2,
1982, The Netherlands
Steven Gelpi '81 and Paula Diane Nutter '80, Aug.
28, 1982, Kettering, Ohio
John Gilmore '60 and Kay Long Mosely, July 24,
1982
Joseph Grappone and Diane McCabe '76, May 15,
1982, Flushing, N.Y.
Roger Gray and Claudia White '77, Nov. 13, 1982,
Shreveport, La.
Francis Thomas jwicki and Claire Eisenbise '78, Oct.
3, 1981
Jerome Jelinek '82 and Jill Elizabeth Fauble '82, Dec.
18, 1982, Muskegon, Mich.
Arlene Deitz '65 Clark is the children's librarian
at Brownell Library in Essex Junction, Vt.
J. Alexander Boeringa '65 is a clinical psychol-
ogist at Veterans Administration outpatient clinic in
Peoria, III.
Andre Felix '65 is manager of sales for the Data-
Sud Systems/U.S. Inc., in Tempe, Ariz.
Robert Hecht '65 is the community development
coordinator for the Ottawa Area Intermediate
School District. Robert also owns R&D Productions,
a media production company specializing in vid-
eotape, slide/tape and print materials for business,
industry and education.
Ellen Whitaker '65 Kirk is a soloist at the First
Presbyterian Church in Albany, N.Y.
G. Charles Lantay '65 is returning to school after
a three-year leave of absence recovering from an
automobile accident. Charles is in the physician s
assistant program to Touro College in New York,
N.Y.
Ronald Mulder '65 works for Howard Braren
Associates, a consulting firm located in Davenport,
Iowa. Ron's work involves consulting, mainly with
church-related liberal arts colleges in the Midwest,
with emphasis on long-range planning and fund
raising.
Douglas Smith '65 is in investment banking in
Littleton, Colo. Douglas spends 50 percent of his
time traveling.
Shirley Bouwman '65 Van Hoeven is associate
professor of communication at Western Michigan
University in Kalamazoo.
John Ver Meulen '65 is a vice president of na-
tional sales programs for United Technologies Com-
munications in St. Louis, Mo.
David Von Ins '65 is a golf coach at Saugatuck
High School. David's teams have gone to the Mich-
igan state finals for the last six years.
Robert Formsma '66 teaches piano, music history
and music appreciation at Blue Mountain (Miss.)
College. Robert and his wife Dianne performed at
Hope College last summer at the Conway-As-
chbrenner Piano Workshop and in Westfield, N.Y.,
for the Patterson Library Recital Series.
Leslie Clark '66 Hirsch is teaching violin in a
Suzuki program at Cabillo College in California.
Leslie is also studying North Indian classical music
with Ashwin Batish, son of Shiv Dayal Batish who
taught sitar to George Harrison of the Beatles.
David Courtney '67 is a sales support director for
Hiebert, Inc., a major furniture manufacturer in
California.
Susan Eenigenburg '67 is a special projects direc-
tor at Coe Film Associates in New York, N.Y.
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson '67 is a scholar-in-
residence at Western Theological Seminary in Hol-
land, Mich., teaching courses at Hope College and
Western Seminary on Christianity and environ-
mental ethics.
Jim Lohman '67 Works for Nonhwestem Mutual
Life Insurance Company in Freeport, III. Jim re-
cently completed advanced courses for a Chartered
Financial Consultant. This was the first time this
degree was given and the conferment took place at
the annual convention of the American College in
Walter Karl Kniowski '76 and Cynthia Rae Horn,
Dec. 18, 1982, Douglas, Mich.
John Allan Lawson and Carol Jones '81, Sept. 13,
1982, San Jose, Calif.
Ron Leigh '74 and Susan Dzurina '76, Dec. 1979.
Brian Leak '80 and Yvonne Rose Martinez, June 19,
1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
William Bradley Lydens '81 and Lois Adele Tam-
minga '81, Aug. 22, 1982, Big Sky, Mont.
David Massa and Linnae Claerbout '81, Nov. 21,
1982, Holland, Mich.
John Francis Murphy and Leslie Brueggemyer '67,
Rietveld, Dec. 1, 1982, Arlington, Va.
Richard Navis and Karen Ann Gonder '81, Oct. 23,
1982, Holland, Mich.
Edward Newcomb '77 and Pamela Lerash, Sept. 11,
1982, Bad Axe, Mich.
James Orcutt and Martha Suydam '77, Dec. 26, 1982,
Lanark, 111.
Richard Paske '79 and Mary Beth Czajkowski, Aug.
7, 1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Bruce Reynolds and Carol Bechtel '81, Aug. 28, 1982,
Holland, Mich.
Robert Rhodes and Nancy Ann Ravesloot '78, Oct.
23, 1982, Pasadena, Calif.
James Wesley Simpson, Jr. and Karen Lynnel Host-
etler '75, Aug. 14, 1^82, Athens, Mich.
Richard Skaff and Kimberly Van Duyne '79, Mar. 13,
1982
Thomas Stoddard and Susan Ahlgrim '78, Sept. 11,
1982, Kentwood, Mich.
Wayne Trulli and Heather King '79, Oct. 2, 1982,
Homewood, 111.
Donald Tylenda and Deborah Ellison '77, May 1,
1982, Detroit, Mich.
David Warren and LuAnn Traut '75, Oct. 24, 1982,
Detroit, Mich.
Gerald Weare and Natalie Quiring 78, Nov. 27,
1982, Natick, Mass.
Jeffrey Welch '80 and Donna Fry '81, June 19, 1982,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Gordon Van Wylen and Patricia Lynn Lunder-
New York, N.Y.
Jeff Powell '67 is associate pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church of Granada Hills, Calif.
David Tubergen '67 is the head of the string
department at Augsburg College in Minnesota.
David is also the founder of Augsburg Lyric Trio,
established an honors string quartet scholarship and
is the conductor of the Augsburg Orchestra and
Minnesota Youth Symphony.
Don Damsteegt '68 is an assistant professor of
psychology at Mount Mercy College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Jon Dykema '68 is a trust officer for the First
National Bank of Arizona living in Sedona, Ariz.
Joseph DeKock '68 is operations manager/control-
Jer for KPM/Crescent, a printing machinery and
supply distributor in Kalamazoo, Mich.
John Evans '68 is a chief warrant officer in the
U.S. Army stationed in Frankfurt, Germany.
Mike Fiteny '68 is the divisional merchandise
manager and vice president of menswear for the
Leon Godchaux Clothing Company, a family appar-
el chain based in New Orleans, La.
Harold Lay '68 is the assistant pastor of Vincent
United Methodist Church in Nutley, N.J.
David Lubbers '68 is vice president and manager
of corporate services for Old Kent Bank and Trust
Company in Grand Rapids, Mich. David is also
president of the Advisory Center for Teens, a social
agency serving the youth of the greater Grand
Rapids area.
Vincent Mulford '68 is the director of information
systems at Mercy Hospital in Muskegon, Mich.
Eleanor Wybenga '68 Renwick is an office man-
ager for an air charter and. flight school. Eleanor
also runs an aviation bookstore at St. Paul's
(Minn.) Holman Field.
John Renwick '68 is a senior programmer analyst
with Cray Research, Inc., a computer manufacturer
in St. Paul, Minn.
Robert Schwegler '68 has two books being pub-
lished, Communication: Writing and Speaking and
instructions Manual for 'The Little Brown
Handbook.'
Dirk Walvoord '68 is a member of the Chicago
Board of Trade.
Neil Blahut '69 is vice president of Howell Train-
ing Company in Houston, Texas.
Dianne Hagle '69 Formsma is the music teacher
at Ripley (Miss.) Christian School and also has 46
private piano students. Dianne and her husband
Robert performed at Hope College last summer at
the Conway-Aschbrenner Piano Workshop and in
Westfield, N.Y., for the Patterson Library Recital
Series.
A. Gary Gauger '69 is a senior contract manager
for the Bunce Corporation, a professional construc-
tion management firm specializing in corporate,
commercial and institutional construction projects.
Linda Kozel '69 Hegstrand is in medical school at
the University of Wisconsin. Linda received a grant
from the National Institute of Mental Health to do
research on the regulation and action of brain
histamines.
Edith Byers '69 Howell is the finance director for
Asia Region with the Ecumenical Institute, Hong
Kong.
Tom Huyer '69 is the controller of the Granite
City Steel Division of National Steel Corporation in
Chesterfield, Mo.
Harold Kamm '69 is the president of the medical
staff of the New Milford (Conn.) Hospital.
Virginia Fraser '69 Lay is in her second year at
New Jersey Medical School.
Jane Brekenridge '69 Ritzema is vice president of
Woman's Aglow Fellowship in Santa Rosa, Calif.
John Ritzema '69 is the principal of Christian Life
School in Santa Rosa, Calif.
70's
Barbara Gleichmann '70 Dillbeck is the coordi-
nator of the Bethel Series at Maplewood Reformed
Church in Holland, Mich.
Kenneth Dykhuis 70 is marketing manager for
Cord Products Division Belden Corporation in Oak
Brook, 111.
John Ely 70 is in marketing for Phillips Informa-
tion Systems in Fairfax, Va.
Richard Frank 70 is vice president in charge of
operations of Steak and Ale Restaurants-Pillsbury
Corporation in Dallas, Texas.
Christine Hansen-Silva 70 is a personnel special-
ist at J.C. Penney's in Trenton, N.J.
Barbara Gordon 70 Leppla is a buyer at Lionville
Systems in Exton, Pa.
Mary Luckey 70 is assistant professor of chem-
istry at San Francisco (Calif.) State University.
William VanFaasen 70 is vice president of the
regular business group at Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Michigan located in Detroit.
Tom Welscott 70 is the pastor of Hope Communi-
ty Reformed Church in Winnepeg, Manitoba, Can-
ada. Tom formerly was with the Other Way
Ministries in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Cynthia Wray 70 is a missionary in Taiwan.
Thomas Brown 71 is a computer programmer/
systems analyst at Pannill Knitting Company in
Martinsville, Va.
H. James Buter '71 is a territory manager for
Herman Miller Inc., in Hudsonville, Mich.
Michelle Leimbach 71 Christian is a lieutenant
in the U.S. Navy.
Robert Eckrich '71 was selected as one of the
outstanding young men in America by the United
States Jaycees.
Nancy Flier 71 Forest is doing typesetting and
some editing for the International Fellowship of
Reconciliation's magazine, IFOR REPORT, and is
living in The Netherlands.
Robert Grahmann '71 is the area director for the
Central-South Jersey Area of Inter-Varsity Chris-
tian Fellowship.
David Huang '71 is an orthopedic surgeon in
Wichita Falls, Texas.
Rick Van Haitsma '71 is vice president of the
Holland (Mich.) Classis of the Reformed Church in
America.
Kathy Smith 72 Gustafson is a resource room
teacher in the Wayland (Mich.) School District.
Kathy was honored as Teacher of the Month in
October.
George Leppla '72 is the manager of K-Mart in
Exton, Pa.
Glenn Pride 72 is president of the Presbyterian
Association of Musicians of the Cherokee Presby-
tery. He is organist-choirmaster of the First Pres-
byterian Church in Dalton, Ga., and recently
performed an organ recital for the Riverbend Fes-
tival held in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mary VanSingel '72 Slager is the inservice coor-
dinator at North Ottawa Community Hospital in
Grand Haven, Mich.
Margret Kleis 72 Straw is assistant professor of
psychology in the department of psychiatry and
behavioral medicine. Bowman Gray School of Med-
icine, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem,
N.C.
Joanne Wennet 73 Ezinga is raising children,
chickens and goats in Ghent, N.Y. and also a
member of the New England touring group of
"Kids on the Block."
Christian Fenton 73 is the business manager of
the Grosse Pointe (Mich.) Public Schools.
Dean Gentel 73 is a partner in a television
business in Whitehall, Mich.
Johanna Willems 73 Gentel is a teacher at
Shelby High School and a member of the New Era
(Mich.) Village Council.
George Johnson 73 will start a fellowship in
pediatric infectious diseases at the University of
Minnesota in July.
Wayne Kramer 73 is vice president, cashier and
operations and security officer of the Denver
(Colo.) National Bank. Wayne is also a professor of
evening programs for Regis College in Denver and
has established a real estate computer management
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Christopher Maurus-Sullivan '73 is vice presi-
dent of L. R. Sullivan Association, a real estate
appraisal group of northern New Jersey.
Joyce Maurus-Sullivan '73 is a potter at historical
Waterloo Village in Sussex County, N.J.
David Petersen '73 is a fellow in hand and micro-
vascular surgery in Indianapolis, Ind.
Roger Straw '73 is a health planner with Piedmont
Health Systems Agency in Greensboro, N.C.
Norman Swier '73 is the pastor of the New Era
(Mich.) Reformed Church.
Katherine VandeBunte '73 is going to graduate
school at Michigan State University in East
Lansing.
Brad Williams '73 is currently touring the United
States promoting "Nichelodeon," the first channel
for kids. Brad was also a puppeteer in Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade.
Wanda Goetz '74 Beiswenger is the volunteer
coordinator of the AWARE Shelter and Emergency
Counseling Center, Inc., in Jackson, Mich., and a
therapist with Catholic Social Services.
Bradley Clegg '74 is finishing his third year of
medical school and expects to start an internship in
either Grand Rapids, Mich., or Chicago, in July
1984.
Wayne Freisatz '74 is a geologist working on oil
and gas exploration in North Dakota.
Knsti Knowles '74 Karis is teaching eighth grade
communications at West Ottawa Middle School in
Holland, Mich. Kristi is also the coordinator for the
Washington based Close Up program, a political
education program for high school students.
Nicholas Lam '74 is the purchasing assistant for
the City of Portage (Mich.) personnel/purchasing
department.
David Naberhuis''74 is the senior financial ana-
lyst at National Bank of Detroit, Mich.
Katherine Nelson '74 is a salesperson of AMS/Oil
Products, which is an American made synthetic
lubricant designed for economy, efficiency and the
environment.
Bill Nolan 74 is a district sales engineer with'
McGill Manufarturing Company of Valparaiso, Ind.
He is working in Milwaukee, Wis.
Richard Ording '74 is a seriior engineering techni-
cian for the Bendix Corporation in Plymouth,
Mich.
Kathy Poll '74 is the personnel manager of J. C.
Penney Company in Salem Mall in Dayton, Ohio.
Linda Kiphart '74 Rose is the senior programmer/
analyst for Beckman Instruments in Brea, Calif.
Terrance Rose '74 is the senior systems program-
ming advisor for Braeger Corporation in Anaheim,
Calif.
Jane Vandervelde '74, after teaching psychology
for eight years in Midland, is now attending Cooley
Law School in Lansing, Mich.
Arlene Dekker '75 Akker is a supervisor at
Hackley Hospital in Muskegon, Mich. She is in
charge of inserviring and quality control for the
housekeeping department and serves on the hospi-
tal's safety committee.
Abdul Al-Mawlawi '75, director of international
relations at the ministry of public health in Doha,
Qatar, is the chairman of the conference organizing
committee for the 11th Regional Conference of the
International Hospital Federation which will be held
in Doha in March.
Bradley Broekstra '75 is an exploration geologist
with Davis Oil Company in New Orleans, La.
Gordon Callam '75 is a certified public account
with William P. DeLong and Company in Holland,
Mich.
Kristine Musco '75 David is the program coordi-
nator for developmentally disabled citizens in Or-
ange County, Calif. Kristine organized and
participates in a support group for single parents
with disabled children.
David DeKok '75 was the consultant for a PBS
documentary, "Centralia Fire," which will be
broadcast in March or April. Actor Martin Sheen
was narrator for the film which explores the impact
of the Centralia mine fire on the community of
Centralia, Pa.
Carol Hoekstra '75 Echenique is a social worker
at Veterans Administration Medical Center in Bat-
tle Creek, Mich. '
Marion Fowke '75 is a project leader in research
for DCA Food Industries, Inc., in New York, N.Y.
L. Allen Heneveld '75 is the controller of Evangel
Temple, a large inter-city church in Washington
D.C. Allen is enrolled in the night law program at
George Washington University.
John Heschle '75 was re-elected the secretary of
the Chicago branch of the Catholic Clerical Union,
is treasurer of Morrison Minister's Council and
chairman of the pastoral care committee of Morri-
sori (111.) Community Hospital.
Kathy Karle '75 is the associate director of devel-
opment for Saint Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Dorothy Williams '75 Maitland is a mother and
housewife working towards a graduate degree from
New Brunswick Theological Seminary in New
Jersey.
Constance Dumville '75 Mantarro is the assistant
branch manager of Franklin State Bank in Prince-
ton, N.J.
Victor Mantarro '75 is an assistant cashier at First
National Bank of Central Jersey in Princeton, N.J.
Carol Morse '75 is teaching second grade in
Rochester, N.Y., and is also working on her mas-
ter's degree.
Denise Sullivan '75 Talcott is the chief inspector
of quality control at TRW in Sterling Heights,
Mich.
Linda Guth '75 Trout is teaching at TAS1S
Hellenic International School in Athens, Greece.
Joseph Zitterman '75 is in graduate school at
Temple University in Philadelphia, Pa.
Michael Atchley '76 is a systems analyst with the
NCR Corporation in New Jersey.
Michael Carpenter '76 is the general manager of a
Poppin Fresh Restaurant in Burnsville, Minn.
Jane Churchill '76 is a supervisor at Aetna Life
and Casualty in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Carol Cook '76, is a student at Princeton
Seminary.
Keith Derrick '76 is the director of Christian
education and laity training at the Fairview Re-
formed Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Dunning '76 is the purchasing agem/ma-
chinist at Advance Weights Systems in La Grange,
Ohio.
Kathie Leight '76 Dunning is a housewife and
former legal receptionist/typist.
Diane McCabe '76 Grappone is an account ad-
ministrator in the international division of Bankers
Trust Company in New York, N.Y.
Mary Hill '76 works at the U.S. Geological Survey
Office, Water Resources Division in Trenton, N.J.
John Klanke '76 works for Exxon Company
U.S. A. in Houston, Texas.
Peggy Lee '76 is an elementary teacher at Grace
Christian School in Watervliet, Mich.
Susan Dzurina '76 Leigh is now living in Prince-
ton, N.J., while her husband is in seminary. Susan
formerly was a teacher at an alternative high school
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in Rockford, 111.
Roger Maitland '76 is a school psychologist in
Clark, N.J.
Karen Bergen '76 Major is an elementary special
education teacher in Hart, Mich.
Michael Major '76 is a beef farmer in Hart, Mich.
Deborah Herzog '76 Slater is the music specialist
in Summit (N.J.) Child Care Centers developing
and teaching their new curriculum in music for
preschoolers.
Dwight Slater '76 is chief resident in family
practice at Overlook Hospital in Summit, N.J.
Jon Soderstrom '76 just had a book entitled Social
Impact Assessment published by Praeger Press.
Paul Timmer '76 is enrolled at The University of
Michigan Law School in Ann Arbor.
Barbara Treadwell '76 is associate director of the
computational skills program at Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo.
Allison Kinch '77 Atchley is teaching elementary
school instrumental music in Forked River, N.J.
Jerry Bevington '77 is attending Southern Meth-
odist University in Dallas, Texas. Jerry has written
a book which will be published this summer en-
titled Maurice Bejart: Painting the Sky Red. In
February, Jerry will be presenting an evening of
choreography at the Margo Jones Theater on
SMU’s campus.
David DeZwaan.'77 is the manager of terminal
sales of Roadway Express, Inc., in Taylor, Mich.
Thomas Dykstra '77 is a health physicist for the
Michigan Department of Public Health and helped
in the investigation of the crash of the DC-8 caro
plane at the Detroit (Mich.) Metro Airport.
Gary Hasek '77 is an actor with a traveling drama
troupe sponsored by the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, presenting plays related to the Christian
involvement for relief, development and justice in
the world.
Edward Newcomb '77 is in a family practice
residency in Midland, Mich.
Martha Suydam '77 Orcutt is teaching music at
Savanna (III.) Community Schools.
Kim Spalsbury '77 is the girls cross country coach
at Fowler, Mich., and was nominated for coach of
the year in Class D.
Lewis Ten Have '77 is a project supervisor at
Marathon Oil Company in southern Texas.
Richard Thayer '77 is the minister of the Cadman
Memorial Congregational Church in Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Deborah Ellison '77 Tylenda is an administrative
coordinator in the control unit of accounts payable.
Ford Parts and Service Division, field accounting
department in Detroit, Mich.
Rich Van Der Meulen '77 is enrolled at Grand
Valley State Colleges in Allendale, Mich. Rich is
working toward a master's degree in business
administration.
Cornelius VanKempen '77 is doing an internship
in ministry at Second Reformed Church in Fulton,
III,
Glen Warn '77 is an attorney for Bell and Husdon
in Detroit, Mich.
Sharon Adcock '78 is a sales coordinator for Bell
and Howell Company. She is based at the corporate
headquarters in Chicago, 111., but travels extensively
through the United States.
Karen Hartje '78 Austin is teaching physical edu-
cation in an elementary school in San Antonio,
Texas.
James Bedor '78 is teaching crown-and-bridge and
operative denistry at The University of Michigan
Dental School and is in part-time private practice in
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Laurie Dunn '78 Boer is employed at Baker Furni-
ture in Holland, Mich.
Marlin Boer '78 is director of youth and young
adults ministries at Christ Memorial Reformed
Church in Holland, Mich.
Patricia Arnold '78 Borgman is the handicap
coordinator for Holland (Mich.) Area Child Devel-
opment Services, Inc.
Anne Marie Boven '78 is a secretary for Ray-
mond, James & Associates, a stock brokerage firm
in Florida.
Brian Bradley '78 is in his third year at The
University of Michigan Medical School in Ann
Arbor.
Douglas Bums '78 is an instructor in the geology
department at Washington and Lee University in
Lexington, Va.
Kevin Clark '78 is a registered representative for
Edward D. Jones and Company in Holland, Mich.
Douglas Crew '78 is an economic analyst in the
purchasing department at Volkswagen of America
in Royal Oak, Mich.
Joseph Dellaria '78 is doing post-doctoral work at
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena,
Calif.
Kevin Kort '78 is practicing law at the firm of
Kowalski, Wadel and Bulger in Baldwin, Mich.
John (Kostishak) Kosta '78 is a surgical resident
at Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Kragt '78 is attending Westminster The-
ological Seminary in Philadelphia, Pa.
H. Paul Muyskens '78 is practicing law as an
associate with Hughes & Dorsey in Denver, Colo.
Deborah Nitsch '78 is an assistant for emotionally
disturbed youth on Kodiak Island, Alaska, with an
American Baptist Mission, reaching Indiana, Aleuts
and Eskimos.
Martha Norden '78 is setting up learning dis-
abilities rooms for Grandville (Mich.) Christian
School and Calvin Christian Elementary Schpdl.
Meral Saylor '78 Pontier is teaching vocal music
at the Highland Park (N.J.) Middle School.
Scott Pontier '78 is a counselor at Priority, Sys-
tems, an employee assistance program, and is in
private practice in Princeton, N.J.
Gary Rae '78 is a commercial real estate and
investment broker in Austin, Texas.
George Ranville '78 is a lieutenant junior grade in
the United States Navy. George's home base is the
Naval Air Station in Oceana, Va. For the next six
months he will be on the USS America in the
Mediterranean and Indian Oceans.
Nancy Ravesloot '78 Rhodes is in the doctoral
program in clinical psychology at Fuller Theological
Seminary.
Susan Alsdorf '78 Rueff is on the Young Life
staff in Louisville, Ky., and has almost completed
advanced degrees
Diane Aardema '78, M.A., classroom teaching, Mich-
igan State University, Dec., 1982
Claire Campbell '75 Boersma, M.A., reading instruc- '
tion, Michigan State University, June, 1982
Thomas Bos '70, M.A., Michigan State University,
Aug., 1982
Karen Bosch '76, M.E.D., reading, Oakland Univer-
sity, Dec., 1981
Douglas Burns, '78, M.S., environmental sciences.
University of Virginia, Aug., 1982
Kathy Button '79, M.A., athletic administration.
Western Michigan University, Dec., 1981
Katharine Butts '78, M.A., linguistics, summer, 1982
Don Damsteegt '68, Ph.D., counseling psychology,
University of Nebraska, 1981
Daniel D'Elia, Jr. '77, O.D., Pennsylvania College of
Optometry, 1982
Joseph Dellaria, Jr. '78, Ph.D., University of Min-
nesota, Aug., 1982
Jeffrey DeVree '79, J.D., Cum Laude, The University
of Michigan, 1982
Marion Fowke '75, M.S., food science. University of
Maryland, Aug., 1982
Paul France '77, O.D., optometry, Ferris State Col-
lege, May, 1982
Christie Funckes '80, M.S., biochemistry, Purdue
University, Sept., 1982
A. Gary Gauger '69, M.A., international politics and
business, Webster University, Dec., 1982 ,
Terry Graham 77, J.D., Thomas M. Cooley Law
School, Jan. 1983
Robert Harridge 73, M.B.A., York College of Penn-
sylvania, Dec, 1982
John Heilman '67, M.P.A., public administration,
Western Michigan University, Dec., 1980
Robert Jackson '64, S.T.M., psychiatry and religion.
Union Theological Seminary, May, 1982
Lynn Thornburg 79 Johnson, M.E.D., reading edu-
cation, University of Georgia, June, 1982
Erik Jul '80, M.A., classics, Ohio State University,
Dec, 1982
Detroit School of Law, May, 1981
Kevin Kort 78, J.D., Thomas M. Cooley Law School,
May, 1982
John (Kostishak) Kosta 78, M.D., Wayne State Uni-
versity School of Medicine, June, 1982
Connie Shelling 71 Kruse, M.E.D., National College
of Education, June 1982
Deborah Firmbach 74 Lawrence, M.E.D, reading,
1981
Randall Lawrence 75, M.S., psychology, 1981
Patricia Machiel 71 Mack, M.S. mathematics, Pur-
due University, 1982
Bill Moreau 76, M.E.D., education. Grand Valley
State College, 1982
David Naberhuis 74, M.B.A., Michigan State Uni-
versity, June, 1981
Jim Fancy 79, B.S., pharmacy, Ferris State College,
Nov., 1981
Margaret Lubbers 78 Quesada, M.A., Michigan
State University, June, 1981
Carl Schaftenaar 77, M.S., geophysics, Texas A & M
University, Aug., 1982
Craig Smith, 78, D.D.S., University of Detroit
School of Dentistry, May, 1982
June Dunster '52 Stoppels, Ed.S. gifted Children,
Michigan State University, 1981
Roger Straw 73, Ph.D., psychology. Northwestern
University, 1982
Cynthia Van Ark '81, B.S., pharmacy, Ferris State
College, 1982
Raymond VandeGiessen 79, M.Div., New Bruns-
wick Theological Seminary, May, 1982
Ethel Peelen '57 Van Istendal, M.A., language educa-
tion, University of Louisville, July, 1982
Ruth Van Wylen 79, M.S.W., The University of
Michigan, May, 1982
Harvey VerBeek '59, Ed.D., Nova University, Aug.,
1982
Paul Verduin '67, M.A., urban studies. University of
Maryland, Dec., 1982
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the requirements (or a master’s in social work.
Michael Speidel '78 is a medical representative in
Genesee County in Michigan.
Gail DeWitt '78 Soderstrom is an educational
assistant at Kern Memorial United Methodist
Church in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Jill Wright '78 Vanderlaan is a copywriter for
Bradford-LaRiviere, Inc., a Saginaw (Mich.) based
advertising and creative communications agency.
Audrey Veldman '78 is a manager-in-training
with Storehouse, Inc., in Austin, Texas.
Colleen Cochran '79 Borgeld is a bookkeeper/
manager of her brother's Shell Oil business in
Tarpon Springs, Fla., and also an associate member i
of the Clearwater chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Kim Westfall '79 Cayes is an assistant to the
director of marketing for the RBA Group in Mor-
ristown, N.J.
Randall Clark '79 is a second-year student at
Wayne State University Medical School in Detroit,
Mich.
Adelia Dekker '79 Cousineau is a substitute
teacher for the public schools in Royal Oak, Mich.
Mary Flanagan '79 Danielson is a rehabilitation
training instructor in a sheltered workshop run by
Pine Rest Christian Hospital in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Jeffrey DeVree '79 jas joined the Landman,
Luyendyk, Latimer, Clink & Robb law firm in
Grand Rapids, Mich.’
Lynne Spencer '79 Doody is the production con-
trol manager of a computer company in Redmond,
Wash.
Barbara Drake '79 has returned to college to study
computer technology.
Jim Fancy '79 is the manager ok Nuclear Pharmacy
Incorporated in Milwaukee, Wis.
Glennyce Russcher '79 is a graduate student in
theatre at Indiana University in Bloomington.
Glennyce traveled to Washington, D.C., last spring
with an Indiana University production that was
performed in the Kennedy Center.
Raymond VandeGiessen '79 is the minister of
St. John's Reformed Church in St. Johnsville, N.Y.
Jannette VandenBerg '79 is the manager of Can-
tos Stratford Square store in Naperville, 111.
Bruce Vander Schaaf '79 is in his third year of
training at the National Chiropractic College in
Lombard, 111.
Ruth Van Wylen '79 is a caseworker at
Wedgewood Acres Christian Youth Homes in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Nevin Webster '79 is a librarian at Waupun
(Wis.) Correctional Institution.
Jane Zelenka '79 is a physical therapist with
California Children's Services.
80's
Bill Agnew '80 is the new director at Westminster
Highlands Camp and Conference Center in Emlen-
ton. Pa.
Carol Amoldink '80 is teaching emotionally dis-
turbed children in a self-contained classroom at
Belle Reynolds Elementary in Oakfield, Wis.
Randall Coffill '80 is a senior at the Dickinson
School of Law in Carlisle, Pa.
Michael Conti '80 is a sales representative for
Gonnella Frozen Products in Wheeling, 111.
Douglas Congdon '80 is attending medical school
'at the University of Health Sciences in Kansas City,
Mo.
Robert Dorazio '80 is a dental student at the
University of Detroit, Mich.
Debra Hall '80 is an associate editor at The
Church Herald in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mark Howard '80 has joined the Peace Corps.
Janet Lawrence '80 is a manager of Grap Insur-
ance Administration in Schenectady, N.Y.
Brian Leak '80 works in the security department
of General Motors in Coopersville, Mich.
Stephen Lightweis '80 is a graduate student at
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
Ronni Nivala '80 is working in the development
office of the Alaska Repertory Theatre in An-
chorage, Alaska.
John Peachey '80 is co-manager of Peachey's Ca-
tering Inc., near Indianapolis, Ind. John is also vice
president of Cicero (Ind.) Chamber of Commerce
and chairman of the Cicero Regatta.
Deborah Bussema '80 Pierson is teaching learn-
ing disabilities in the Cadillac (Mich.) Middle
School.
Tom Pierson '80 teaches language arts, social stud-
ies and math in the Cadillac (Mich.) Middle School.
Connie Rose '80 Rietberg is teaching physical
education and coaching basketball, volleyball and
softball at Grand Rapids (Mich.) Catholic Central.
Katherine Schultz’ '80 taught English in San Jose,
Costa Rica, last year and is now in Michigan to
work and study.
David Stevens '80 won a 15000 scholarship to
graduate school in Clemson, S.C.
Bill Terkeurst '80 is on the dormitory faculty, a
math instructor and a tennis and track coach at
Kingswood School in Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Lori Anderson '80 Terkeurst is a computer sci-
ence and chemistry instructor and on the dormitory
faculty at Cranbrook School in Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.
Deborah Walker '80 is in medical school.
Dree Ward '80 is attending the Bonnie Prudden
School for Myotherapy in Lenox, Mass. Dree hopes
to work with the Olympic training team if her
brother goes to the Olympics.
Elissa Vangent '80 Webster is the director of
youth and education at the First Reformed Church
in Waupun, Wis.
Sue Boeve '81 is teaching school in Parker, Ariz.
Michael Dalman '81 is teaching in Leonidas,
Mich.
Paul Damon '81 is a registered representative for
Investors Diversified Services in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Gary DeKoekkoek '81 is an electrician in
Shelbyville, Mich.
John DeVries '81 is an account executive for a
firm of marketing and research counselors in
Dallas, Texas.
Pamela Easton '81 DeWitt is a teacher in Wal-
tham, Mass.
James Drew '81 is in graduate school at the
University of Cincinnati in Ohio.
Jeanette Eberhard '81 is in graduate school at The
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
John Gibson '81 is in graduate school at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
Debra Kunzi '81 is a problem pregnancy counselor
at New Clinic for Women in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kevin Malkewitz '81 is working for Old Kent
Bank in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Susan Markusse '81 is teaching in Weslaco,
Texas.
David Pater '81 is in medical school at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania.
Laura Press '81 is working on a masters at The
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
David Schackow '81 is employed in the manage-
ment training program at Bailey Banks and Biddle
Jewlry Company of Chicago, III.
Terri Whitney '81 Shaffer is in graduate school at
The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Cheryl Sheldon '81 is a learning disabilities teach-
er in the Branch County Intermediate School Dis-
trict in Coldwater, Mich.
Jim Sims '81 is attending law school at George
Washington’ University in Washington, D.C.
Cynthia Van Ark '81 is a pharmacist in Wyo-
ming, Mich.
R. Van Rathbun '81 is attending Western The-
ological Seminary in Holland, Mich.
Joanne Vukoje '81 is an account representative
with Colour West. Joanne sells photo decor to large
corporations and designers, as well as scanamurals
for 3M and marketing her own photography.
Philip Warn '81 is attending the University of
Detroit (Mich.) Law School.
Leslie Bethards '82 is employed in a microbiology
lab at the Ohio Agriculture Research and Develop-
ment Center in Wooster, Ohio.
Kimberly Bishop '82 is teaching in the Virgin
Islands.
Douglas Borst '82 is an extra-corporeal technician
at M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute in
Houston, Texas. Douglas administers
chemotherapy.
Lynn Bufe '82 is an English teacher at Stevenson
High School in Lincolnshire, 111. She also is the
diving and softball coach.
Sieve Cameron '82 is a sales representative for
Reeves Brothers Inc. Steve's territory is Wisconsin
and Illinois.-
Carl Czirr '82 is a student at Western Theological
Seminary in Holland, Mich.
Karen Weisl '82 DeVries is a dance and health
instructor for Mademoiselle Health Spas in Dallas,
Texas.
Tom DeWeert '82 is attending Wayne State Medi-
cal School in Detroit, Mich.
Elizabeth Dodd '82 is the administrative director
of Jones-Ludin Dance Center and Dances We Dance
Company in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Stephanie Klahr '82 is a student at State Univer-
sity of New York in Albany.
do I want to go to
college? what is it
really like? Can
l make the grade?




Explore the possibilities of a college
education through classroom experiences,
extra-curricular activities, and free time.
You will live in college housing on a
college schedule and learn from college
professors. Gaining a greater knowledge
of yourself and your abilities, you will be
better prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation '83, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins Sunday
evening, July 31 and continues through
Saturday, August 6.
Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning, campus
life, and college admissions. Free time
allows for trips to Lake Michigan, theatre
productions, Christian Fellowship, and use
of Hope's new physical education center.
COST: Tuition , board, room for the
week $125
TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.
SEND THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION
Please send me details about Explorientation '83
NAME -  — - -
ADDRESS
CITY _ STATE ZIP.
PHONE NO.
I will graduate from
_ high school in 19841 ) 19851 ).
Nancy MacArthur '82 is performing with the
Illinois Opera Theatre at the University of Illinois.
David Mitchell '82 is a computer system designer
at the Facility Management Institute in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Lois Monaghan '82 is a computer programmer for
R.C.A. in Princeton, N.J.
David Moored '82 is attending The University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Annettee Piethe '82 is the quality control director
and assistant research director for Flouro Diagnostic
Partners located in Livermore, Calif.
Kenneth Powell '82 is attending Ohio State Uni-
versity in Columbus.
Holly Cope '82 Schackow is a lending assistant at
the Fuji Bank, Ltd., Chicago Branch.
Tim Shaffer '82 is in law school at The University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Jan Siems '82 lives in Ann Arbor, Mich., and is in
the export business.
Timothy Timmer '82 is the admitting supervisor
at Muskegon (Mich.) General Hospital.
Bryan Uecker '82 is attending graduate school at
the University of Texas in Austin.
Ronald Visscher '82 is the manager of business
development for the William D. Dykstra Group, a
marketing consulting firm.
Randy Wheeler '82 is a sales representative for C.
F. Air Freight in Charlotte,. N.C.
David Wierda '82 is with the Peace Corps, fresh
water fisheries, serving in Zaire, Africa.
Carl Young '82 was elected historian of the Coun-














The Alumni Office makes every effort to notify
readers of alumni deaths as soon as possible,
and, at the same time, to reflect as fully as
possible in our write-ups the achievements and
interests of each individual's lifetime. Some-
times we have incomplete information as we
go to press, since portions of our alumni re-
cords were destroyed in the Van Raalte Hall
fire of 1980 and other individual files are in-
complete. We reprint death notices if more
information becomes available to us. We ap-
preciate and encourage reader assistance in the
reporting of alumni deaths. Please include
newspaper clippings and recent photographs,
if available, plus information which might
have special interest to Hope readers.
tion of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. In 1964, he
spent three months working at the Arabian Gulf
Medical Station of the Reformed Church in Amer-
ica. He was a former chairman of the General
Program Council of the Reformed Church in
America.
Mildred Potter '40 Joldersma died on Dec. 19,
1982, in Traverse City, Mich., following an ex-
tended illness.
Mrs. Joldersma made her home in Florida follow-
ing the retirement of her husband, Al '40, in 1980.
Surviving in addition to her husband are two
daughters, Diane Portenga '67, and Jane; a son,
Thomas; and three sisters, Pauline Boor '35, Jean
Nieuwsma, and Eunice Coffman.
Robert L. Reinking, chairman of the Hope Col-
lege geology department, died unexpectedly on Dec.
13, 1982, in Holland, Mich.
Dr. Reinking joined the Hope faculty in 1970. A
graduate of Colorado College, he earned his master
of science and Ph.D. degrees at the University of
Illinois, where he was a teaching assistant and
teaching fellow. Before coming to Hope, he taught
at Texas Tech University.
Among his survivors are his wife, Beverlee; and
two daughters, Kimberlee and Karilee.
Marvin Shoemaker '30 died in Santa Cruz, Calif,
following a lingering illness.
Ada Kole, Hope College switchboard operator
from 1964 until her retirement in 1977, died on
Dec. 23, 1982, in a nursing home in Holland, Mich.
Survivors include a son, Roger, and two daugh-
ters, Carla Brandsen and Joan Nykamp. Her hus-
band, Cornelius, preceded her in death in 1979.
John H. Meengs '20 died on Dec. 11, 1982, in
South Bend, Ind.
The Rev. Meengs received his Th.B. degree from
Harvard Divinity School and his Ph.D. degree from
Hartford Theological Seminary.
He served Presbyterian churches in Grand
Rapids, Mich., and Mishawaka, Ind., until his
retirement.
He is survived by his wife. Ada De Pree '20
Meengs; a daughter, Jane Ann Feit '67; a son, John
R. '60; and a sister, Ruth Meengs '34 Crissman.
Russell J. Paalman '34 died on Nov. 22, 1982, in
Fort Myers, Fla., from cancer.
A retired gynecologist in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Dr. Paalman received his M.D. degree from The
1 n i , c r - i i , ’ Michigan.
Helen Zander '28 died on Jan. 2, 1983, in Sche-
nectady, N.Y., following a long illness.
Miss Zander, a former missionary to Japan, had
been a member of the faculty at Ferris Girls'
School. She received an imperial award, the Fifth
Order of the Sacred Treasure, from the Japanese
government.
She received a master's degree from ColumbiaUniversity. _
r .
Raymond L. Smith '28 died on Jan. 25, 1983, in
Holland, Mich, following an apparent stroke in his
Kalkaska, Mich. home.
A former Circuit Judge, Smith served as judge of
the 20th Judicial Court (Mich.) for 25 years, begin-
ning his tenure in 1948. Prior to becoming circuit
judge, he was Holland's first municipal judge.
He earned his law degree at Harvard University.
He retired in 1972, at which time he moved to
Kalkaska from Holland.
Smith was a member of the Ottawa County and
Michigan Bar Associations and had served as presi-
dent of the Michigan Judges Association. He was
active in local community and church affairs.
Among his survivors are his wife, Mabel Moeke
'28 Smith; three daughters, Julie Carey '58, Phyllis
Den Uyl '61 and Ruth Pretka; a brother, Russell
'30; and two sisters. Ruby Van Wezel and Ruth
Dykstra.







When Harvey Blankespoor, associate pro-
fessor of biology, began researching “swim-
mers' itch" six years ago, many people were
scratching more than their heads in bewilder-
ment over the causes and cures of this prob- '
lem which plagues many lakes in Michigan
and other parts of North America. Several
grants and 100,000 specimens later,
Blankespoor has become one of the nation's
leading experts on this pesky dermatitis which
is caused by parasites and carried by small
snails.
Now the swimmers' itch authority is turn-
ing his attention toward a more threatening
human illness which is also surrounded by
many unknowns: schistosomiasis, in particu-
lar a bladder type found only in Africa.
Blankespoor is spending the current academic
year in the Sudan, hoping to learn more
about the life-cycle of the parasite which
causes this Third World illness.
The symptoms of swimmers' itch — raised,
fiercely itdiing red spots on the skin which go
away in about a week — have nothing in com-
mon with the symptoms of the bladder type
of schistosomiasis — an enlarged liver and tell-
tale blood in the urine. The ailments are also
worlds apart in terms of geographical dis-
tribution — schistosomiasis, although infecting
an estimated 200-300 million people, is un-
heard of in the U.S. except in Puerto Rico.
Despite these obvious differences, swim-
mers' itch and schistosomiasis are closely re-
lated because both are caused by larval
parasites which come in contact with humans,
and in the case of both the parasites complete
larval development within the bodies of
snails(termed “intermediate hosts"). Swim-
mers' itch, however, is a slip-up within na-
ture — the larvae penetrate humans by
accident while in search of certain types of
birds or rodents, and they pay for their mis-
take with their lives.
In contrast, the parsites which cause
schistosomiasis find humans ideal hosts and,
instead of dying upon penetration, they de-
velop into adults and begin to multiply within
the blood vessels.
There are three common species of human
blood parasites. Blankespoor's research is con-
.cerned with Schistosomia haematobium, the
only type which invades the blood vessels
surrounding the bladder. The other two types
of schistosomiasis are intestinal. All three are.
restricted to tropical or subtropical regions.
Blankespoor says several mysteries sur-
round the life-cycle of the parasite causing
bladder schistosomiasis, which has been far
less researched than the intestinal types. Most
puzzling is that very few infected snails can
be found even in areas where 80-90 percent
of the children are infected with the para-
site — and yet the snails are known to be
essential intermediate hosts. A major part of
Blankespoor's work in the Sudan, therefore, is
monitoring the snails on a weekly basis to
determine when and where they are invaded *
by the parasites.
His work also attempts to determine how
humans contract the parasite. His initial
hunch is that it's picked up, like swimmers'
itch, while swimming, because the schisto-
somes (blood flukes) infect young boys more
than any other segment of the Sudanese
Hope College Associate Professor of Biology Dr. Harvey Blankespoor is learning to rough it in the Sudan this year as he conducts field
studies relating to several Third World parasite-induced diseases.
that they do more swimming than anyone
else as well — and are probably more prone to
urinating in the water than adults, thus
spreading the disease to others.
In addition to studying snails and parasites,
Blankespoor is interviewing and testing
Sudanese who are or have been afflicted with
bladder schistosomiasis.
Working with Blankespoor is Sudanese bi-
ologist Dr. Asim A. Daffalla from the Uni-
versity of Khartoum. They are assisted by a
technician and several natives who perform
much of the "snail scooping" necessary for
the research. Work is centered in the Gezira
area (more than 2 million acres between the'
Blue Nile and the White Nile rivers gridded
by an extensive irrigation canal system). Thip
area is known to be one of the "hot spots" of
schistosomiasis where the parasites' life cy-
cle — from human to snail and back to human
again — is carried out on a widespread basis.
On a one-year sabbatical leave from his
teaching and research at Hope College,
Blankespoor is conducting his research
through a two-year, $48,000. grant from the
Edna McConnell Clark Foundation of New
York City. His work is in cooperation with an
ongoing, $160,000 million effort, The Blue
Nile Project, which has as its goal the control
of three major water-related diseases —
schistosomiasis, malaria and water-related
dysentery — by the year 1990.
Blankespdbr began his schistosomiasis re-
search in the Sudan in September, while at
the same time working with a research team
from Michigan State University which is in-
vestigating another parasite disease, com-
monly known as "river blindness," which
affects an estimated 40 million Africans.
Blankespoor worked with the MSU scientists
to determine the biting rate and transmission
potential of a nasty, black fly species known
to be the carrier of the disease. Since this
type of fly rarely bothers white-skinned peo-
ple, the researchers hired Sudanese boys and
men who sat with their bared legs near the
fast-moving waterways which the flies prefer,
waiting for a fly to light so it could be sucked
up into a tube — before it bit. Blankespoor's
work in that project was completed in late
November when he delivered some of those
flies and the parasites they harbor, preserved
in liquid nitrogen, to Michigan State labs
during a visit back to the U.S. to spend the
holiday season with his wife and two chil-
dren, who are remaining in Holland this year.
When Blankespoor returned to the Sudan
in January, he began to give his full attention
to his schistosomiasis research. He plans to
leave the Sudan in May to return to his
teaching and research work at Hope. In the
spring of 1983 he will return to the Sudan for
The bladder variety of schistosomiasis af-
fects an estimated 2—5 percent of the total
Sudanese population. Its symptoms appear
three months after the larvae have entered
the blood stream. Untreated, it can lead to
fatal infections in children and cancer in
adults. Currently victims are given the drug
 metronifate which prohibits egg produaion.
Treatment success varies widely, however,
and Blankespoor hopes his research will lead
to development of a molluscicide program,
which he sees as the most effective control. If
Sudanese research assistants use tubing to
suck up biting black fly specimens — before_
he can determine at what time of the year
and in what areas the parasites enter and exit
from the snails, Blankespoor believes that the
problem of, bladder schistomiasis can be
solved. At present too little is known for a
feasible method of molluscicide, since the vast
canal system, consisting of thousands of
miles, is too large for overall chemical treat-
ment to be practical.
In the Sudan Blankespoor works out of a
laboratory located in the village of Meilig.
When he arrived, there wasn't even a micro-
scope, but he is provided with refrigeration '
and electricity, both considered luxuries in the
Sudan. Because the success of his research
depends on working effectively with Sudanese
colleagues and assistants, the 43-year-old
Hope College researcher decided his western-
world living habits had to go — he began
sleeping on a hemp-strung bed, cooking over
charcoal and dining Sudanese-style, a hand-
and-bread operation that does without cutl-
ery. Scrounging for the gasoline necessary for
traveling between his 24 field sites is a time-
consuming and frequently frustrating job, de-
manding many official signatures followed by
a drive to the refinery to pick up his allot-
ment of petro, which always turns out to be
less than he requested.
At the same time, Blankespoor praises the
friendliness of the rural Sudanese. Because
he's included in parties, weddings, funerals
and other social gatherings, his sabbatical has
become a culture study as well as a research
project.
Meanwhile, in his absence, Hope student
researchers are continuing to investigate
swimmers' itch, which has proven to be more
difficult to get rid of than Blankespoor had
hoped. His years of 'research have shown that
the disease is carried by more varieties of
snails than scientists had originally thought
and that the snails are tougher to kill than
originally thought. The most promising
method of control, treatment of infected lakes
with copper sulfate, has had mixed results,
Blankespoor reports. Moreover, too much
copper sulfate can harm other living things in
the lakes, including fish.
This year, under Blankespoor's long-dis-
tance direction, Liz Davis, a junior from Davi-
son, Mich., and Lynn Zimmerman, a senior
from Grant, Mich., are looking at the effects
of temperature on parasite development with-
in the snails.
Born and educated in Iowa, Blankespoor
holds the Ph.D. from Iowa State University.
Prior to joining the Hope faculty in 1976 he
taught at the University of Michigan and
directed studies of schistosome cycles. In 1980
he received the Hope Outstanding Professor-
F.ducator Award, an he
